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Origin of the Problem
For several decades, students of the minority group experi­
ence have explored the consequences of belonging to a group that 
occupies a subordinate status within the majority society. With­
in this area, the concept of marginality (Antonovsky, 1956;
Green, 19V7; Stonequist, 1937) has been used to refer to the ob­
servation that minority group members are often caught between a 
duality of affiliation and identification. As Americans they can­
not escape the influence of the values and standards of the ma­
jority society. Like all other socialized individuals they are 
drawn toward an identification with the mainstream. However, 
their very membership in a minority also exerts pressure upon 
them to seek autonomy and a sense of worth through an identifica­
tion with their own group. Matters are often complicated, and 
marginality intensified, when the values of the majority include 
a denigration of the worth of the minority group and an exclusion 
of its members from full participation within the wider society.
Many writers have pointed to self-hatred, ambivalence, ag­
gression, denigration of one's own group and an exaggerated chau­
vinism as resulting from the conflicts engendered by marginal 
status (see Miller & Mothner, 1972; Pettigrew, 196^; Simpson & 
Finger, 1972). Such effects have been explored in connection with 
minority groups such as Elacks, Jews, Native Americans and, most 
recently, women.
Several years ago, I conducted a content analysis of writ­
ings and speeches spawned by one hundred years of Elack protest. 
This review resulted in the identification of two areas of psy­
chological conflict which can easily be seen as facets of margin­
ality. The original intent of this work was to establish a com­
parative view of the "psychological worlds" of leaders of differ­
ent types of protest groups.1 This was to be accomplished by 
first identifying basic questions that would confront all such 
leaders and then comparing the answers that were offered by those 
in each separate protest group category. This goal was never a- 
chieved. Instead of a neat taxonomy of answers offered by leaders 
of each type of group, I was confronted by evidence of inconsist­
ency, vacillation and change. Many, although not all, of the 
leaders seemed to be caught in the grips of an internal conflict 
that they could not easily resolve. These vacillations were also 
reflected in the course of Black protest itself. Many ideas, 
strategies, and types of groups seemed to appear, disappear and 
then reappear throughout the one hundred years included in the 
review. This phenomenon might be labelled historical recurrence.
The large degree of instability that was uncovered centered 
around two basic questions. The first was that of nationalism 
versus integrationism. The link between this particular conflict 
and the concept of marginality is passionately exemplified in the 
following words of W.2.B. DuBois:
One ever feels his two-ness - an American, a Negro; Two 
souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; Two warring 
ideas in one dark body....The history of the American Negro 
is the history of this strife - this longing to attain self- 
conscious manhood, to merge his double self into a better
^he four types of groups utilized in this work were: (a) 
traditional integrationist, (b) Elack capitalist, (c) national­
ist, and (d) leftist revolutionary.
and truer self. In this merging he wishes neither of the 
older selves to be lost. He would not Africanize America 
....He would not bleach his Negro soul in a flood of white 
Americanism. (1903, pp. 45-46)
The degree of ambivalence surrounding the idea of national­
ism was commented upon by other protest leaders (e.g. Cleaver, 
1968; Johnson, 1934) as well as by historians and political ana­
lysts (Allen, 1969; Broderick & Meier, 1965; Hamilton, 1973; 
Meier, 1963; Myrdal, 1944). Some of the latter offered what could 
be termed a "situational hypothesis" to account for the manner in 
which nationalism and integrationism continually alternated with 
one another as dominant forces in protest thought and activity. 
These writers suggested that nationalism surfaced as a theme when 
efforts at integration met with strong white resistance. 7/hen re­
sistance subsided, integrationism would again be endorsed by some 
of the very same individuals who had been working toward a na­
tionalist reality.
The second area of vacillation and instability brought to 
light by the review centered around what I came to call the ques­
tion of blame-orientation. Simply stated, this concept refers to 
attempts by minority individuals to account or affix blame for 
the fact that their group occupies a subordinate and disadvan­
taged position within the larger society. Blarae-orientations were 
found to lie in either' of two opposing directions. Some explana­
tions placed blame on the actions of the majority - seeing preju­
dice and discrimination as being responsible for minority subor­
dination and disadvantage. Opposing explanations placed blame on 
the minority group itself - citing negative characteristics of 
members of the group (e.g. intellectual inferiority) as the di­
rect cause of and justification for subordinate status.
The relationship between blame-orientation and marginality 
can readily be seen by examining these two explanations of minor­
ity disadvantage. Blaming one's own group represents, in essence, 
an identification with the majority point of view. One comes to 
accept as his or her own the stereotypes that are applied to mem­
bers of the minority group. Placing blame on the majority, on the 
other hand, involves a rejection of mainstream views. Within such 
an orientation one comes to identify with a worthy and valuable 
minority group that has difficulty expressing its talents in a 
hostile mainstream world.
As was the case with the question of nationalism versus in­
tegrationism, many protest leaders seemed to vacillate between 
these two ways of resolving the blame-orientation issue. The ori­
entation of such leaders was a surprisingly ambivalent one. In 
fact, one could find examples of blaming the minority in the 
writings of such opponents of the majority system as W.E.B.
DuBois (Meier, 1963, p. 196), Malcolm X (Broderick & Meier, 1965, 
P. 383), James Farmer (Broderick & Meier, 1965, pp. 370-371), 
Nathan Wright (1967, pp. 65-66) and Eldridge Cleaver (Hamilton, 
1973, P. 336).
In this ares, however, the same writers who had commented 
upon the duality of nationalism and integrationism failed to dis­
cuss the question of blame-orientation and the amount of inner 
tension that it appeared to generate. A single exception was 
Gunnar Myrdal who not only noted the ambivalent feelings sur­
rounding this duality, but also implied that situational factors
were responsible for the occurence of shifts from one position 
to the other. He wrote:
But the lives of Negroes are filled with disappointments....
slip back into the inferiority doctrine....The inferiority 
doctrine remains, therefore, as an ever present undercurrent 
in Negro consciousness which must be constantly suppressed.
(19M*, p p . 753-759)
An example of such an apparent "slip" in orientation was noted by 
the historian August Meier. He wrote that some Blacks, in re­
sponse to increasing white resistance at the turn of the century, 
shifted from fighting the system to an adoption of tactics that 
included "a tendency to soft-pedal grievances, while blaming Ne­
groes themselves for their low status in society" (1963, P. 35).
The concept of blame-orientation thus appeared to be impor­
tant for understanding the attitudes and behavior of minority in­
dividuals who were involved in attempting to bring about social 
change. Those who did not blame the system (or accept the status 
quo) could be expected to concentrate their efforts upon overcom­
ing the deficiencies of members of their group. Those who did 
blame the system, on the other hand, could be expected to work 
toward the eradication of the prejudice and discrimination prac­
ticed by the majority. But what about those marginal individuals 
whose system-blame coexisted with a belief in what Myrdal called 
the "inferiority doctrine"? How would such an ambivalent orienta­
tion be represented in attitudes or translated into action?
Even Negroes who are articulately race conscious ji.e
blame have their moments of tiredness when they
The present dissertation attempts to examine these expecta­
tions and answer these questions within an experimental study of 
the nature and operation of blame-orientation in members of a 
minority population. This research is guided by a preliminary 
model that was suggested by the historical review of Black pro­
test writings. The model, which is based upon an example of pro­
test directed at the majority system, postulates the following 
process:
1. A group with a majority-blaming ideology and action pro­
gram exists within the minority community.
2. Individuals who blame the minority either refrain from 
joining or actively oppose this group.
3. Individuals who blame the majority as well as some ambiv­
alent individuals join (endorse, lead, identify with) the group.
k . The group attempts to bring about change by acting upon 
some aspect of the majority system; often in a confrontational 
manner.
5. The action fails (is unsuccessful, rejected, crushed) and 
the individuals noted in step 3 experience feelings of failure, 
disappointment and even crisis.
6a. The ambivalent individual enters into a state of inner 
conflict (arousal) based upon the fact that the orientation that 
brought him or her to step 5 is ambivalently held.
6b. The unambivalent individual does not enter into a state 
of conflict since his or her blame-orientation is uni-focused and 
fully consistent with the actions that led to the negative expe­
riences of step 5*
7a, The ambivalent individual shifts the focus of his or her 
dual orientation - now rejecting majority-blame and instead 
blaming the minority group itself for its subordinate status,
7b, The unarabivalent individual maintains his or her majori­
ty-blaming orientation and is likely to engage in further protest 
activity.
The key factors in the model are blame-orientation and fail­
ure. For unambivalent individuals, attitudes and behavior are 
likely to be determined internally by their blame-orientations. 
The initial endorsement of a protest activity should largely de­
pend upon whether or not it is directed at those who are seen as 
being responsible for subordination (i.e. the minority group or 
the majority system). The failure of such an activity should not 
result in any attitudinal or behavioral shifts. Such individuals 
are likely to continue to blame either the group or the system 
and to interpret any external events in accordance with their 
particular blame-orientation.
For ambivalent individuals, however, the external situation 
is of crucial importance. Considering their dual blame-orienta- 
tions such individuals could potentially endorse any activity, 
regardless of direction. However, once such an individual has en­
dorsed an activity aimed at a particular target, continued en­
dorsement should come to depend heavily upon the outcome of that 
activity. The failure of an action taken (or merely endorsed) in 
accordance with one component of an ambivalent blame-orientation 
is motivating. The stability of the orientation is undermined by 
the experience of failure and the "undercurrents" (to use
Myrdal's terra) are aroused.
At the point of such arousal, a shift in orientation becomes 
likely. This likelihood is then further amplified when the fail­
ure is explained in group-blaming terms by significant others 
such as opposing members of one's own minority group, the major­
ity society at large (e.g. the media), and the actual agents of 
the rejection.
The functions of such a shift to blaming the minority are 
twofold. First, it aids the individual in attaining cognitive 
clarity by making the prominent focus of his or her orientation 
consistent with both the fact of the failure and the explanations 
offered by those significant (and often powerful) others. Second­
ly, the shift also serves a defensive function by removing the 
individual's focus from the arena of protest activity and thus 
protecting him or her from further experiences of failure or cri­
sis.
This model is intended to represent a process that was seen 
operating in the attitudes and actions of some Black protest 
leaders. It is also intended to suggest a psychological basis for 
the historical recurrence of ideas, tactics, and types of protest 
groups. However, the model is not restricted to protest groups, 
leaders or history. It is intended to be fully applicable to any 
and all members of disadvantaged minority groups. One does not 
have to be a protest leader to become cognizant of the fact that 
various actions involving the minority group take place in the 
social environment. For example, an individual might be exposed, 
within the confines of his or her home, to a news report of ac­
tions that center upon the minority group. Regardless of one's 
actual involvement in the depicted activity, simple knowledge of 
its occurence should interact with one's blame-orientation to 
bring about the type of consequences predicted by the model.
All members of disadvantaged minorities who are aware of the 
subordinate status of their group are likely to both have blame- 
orientations and to base their relevant attitudes and behaviors 
upon those cognitive structures. In a sense, blame-orientations 
can be said to operate as a kind of cognitive lens through which 
one views and interprets the surrounding social environment.
Women as a Minority (Marginal) Group
The present research focuses upon women as a minority group; 
examining the nature and operation of blame-orientation in a sam­
ple of female college students. The choice of this particular 
target population reflects the intended applicability of the 
blame-orientation model to any and all minority individuals.
The idea that women, while comprising 5}% of the population, 
are indeed a minority group is relatively new. Eefore the late 
1960s, the term "minority group" was generally reserved for ra­
cial and cultural groups. Few modern authors had examined the 
fittingness of this label for women. In fact, prior to this time, 
only a few widely known works specifically addressing this ques­
tion had been written (e.g. DeBeauvoir, 1952; Hacker, 1951; 
Myrdal, 1944).
However, with the burgeoning of the Women's Movement in the 
late 1960s and the subsequent emergence of the psychology of wom­
en as a true sub-discipline, many works examining this proposi-
tion and its consequences began to appear (e.g. Dixon, 1969; 
Firestone, 1970; Freeman, 1970; Hacker, 1975; Koontz, 1970;
Miller & Mothner, 1972; Phetersen, 1971; Roszak, 1969; Rubin, 
1969)* While noting the existance of certain differences such as 
the absence of a true minority subculture, the absence of resi­
dential segregation, a less than universal self-consciousness of 
oppression and a wide dispersion throughout social classes, all 
of these works asserted the position that women are indeed a mi­
nority group with many parallels to other more traditional minor­
ities such as Blacks and Jews.
For our purposes, an important linkage to the minority group 
concept is provided by the assertion that women are indeed margi­
nal - that, like Blacks, they are caught between an identifica­
tion with the (male) mainstream and existance in a group that is 
often denigrated by the majority. Several writers have, in fact, 
suggested that self-hatred, aggression, nationalism, anxiety, ha­
tred of women and several areas of ambivalence are consequences 
of this marginal status (e.g. Bardwick & Douvan, 1971; Bern & bem, 
1970; Goldberg, 1958; Gornick, 1971; Hacker, 1951, 1975; McKee & 
Sherriffs, 1957; Phetersen et al., 1971; Rosenkrantz et al.,
1968; Rossi, 1972).
As suggested earlier, blame-orientation is also a feature 
of marginality. Identification with the values of the (male) 
mainstream necessarily involves an acceptance of group inferiori­
ty as an explanation of and justification for female subordina­
tion. Identification with the group of origin, on the other hand, 
leads to an explanation that blames the majority for its unfound­
ed beliefs and discriminatory treatment of the subordinate group. 
In addition to the adoption of one of these two possibilities, a 
dual or ambivalent orientation is, for some, an additional con­
sequence of marginal status.
As was the case in regard to Blacks, the specific notion of
blame-orientation is not directly addressed in the literature on 
2women. However, the two elements of blaming the group and blam­
ing the system for subordinate status are widely discussed as be­
ing part of the female experience (e.g. Dixon, 1969; Hacker, 1951 
Marlow & Davis, 1976; Miller & Mothner, 1972; Myrdal, 19A4; 
Phetersen et al., 1971; Redstockings, 1969). Blaming the group 
has, in particular, been given much attention in the form of no­
ting that many women accept the stereotypes that are directed at 
them by the dominant culture. Several writers have, in fact, sug­
gested that this acceptance of group blame forms a formidable 
barrier to bringing about social change (Dixon, 1969; Gornick, 
1971; Hacker, 1975; Koontz, 1970; Sanger & Alker, 1972).
Additional support for the view that women are a minority 
group can be found in the simple fact that there has been a long 
history of organized social protest against female subordination. 
Within this history are elements suggestively reminiscent of my 
earlier discussion of blame-orientation ambivalence and the 
course of Black protest in America.
One such familiar element involves the suggestion that some 
system-blaming activists, despite their involvement in protest,
2A single exception is an article by Sanger & Alker (1972) 
which is discussed on page 16.
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have actually been ambivalent; that in the midst of their protest 
activity they have harbored deep-seated beliefs in the inferiori­
ty of their kind. An illustration of this view can be found in 
Firestone's statement that the shortcomings of "feminist politi­
cos. .. .derived directly from their lingering feelings of inferi­
ority as women" (1970, p. 36).
A second aspect of the history of the Women's Movement sim­
ilar to one encountered in our discussion of Black protest is 
that of historical recurrence. It has been noted that the present 
Women's Movement represents ideas, tactics and types of groups 
that existed in the past, faded from view and have now burst a- 
gain upon the contemporary scene. Again turning to Firestone, we 
find the suggestion that,
In three years, we have seen the whole political spectrum of 
the old Women's Movement recreated. The broad division be­
tween the radical feminists and the two types of reformists, 
the conservative feminists and the politicos, has reappeared 
in modern guise. (1970, p. 32)
And finally we find incidents in which protest has ceased as 
a result of majority arguments and situational factors which ap­
pear to have neutralized the system-blame based impetus for 
change. Thus Myrdal (19A4) cites the effectiveness of arguments 
for unity during the Civil War and the subsequent insistence that 
it was now the "Negro's hour" as forces that derailed the engines 
of feminist protest. In a similar vein Roszak cites the appeal 
for patriotism in World War I which, for him, signified the end 
of the Movement as "Overnight, feminists of all countries became,
with few exceptions, patriots and war boosters, blindly endorsing 
this cataclysmically brutal assertion of masculine dominance" 
(1969* P« 98). And once again Firestone, speaking of the post- 
Depression 1930s, asserts that "With the myth of emancipation go­
ing full blast, women dared not complain. If they had gotten what 
they wanted, and were still dissatisfied, then there must be 
something wrong with them. Secretly, they suggested that maybe 
they really were inferior after all" (1970, p. 26).
Thus a case can and has been made for viewing women as a 
minority group which is subject to all of the psychological con­
sequences of marginal status. The present research seeks to fur­
ther investigate this view by empirically testing whether or not 
blarae-orientations and ambivalence, as consequences of the female 
experience, color the way in which members of this minority group 
interpret and respond to the world around them.
Blame-orientation and Individual-s.ystem Blame
Within the social psychological literature there exists a 
very small body of work relating to the general topic of blame- 
orientation. The central research in this area involves the "in- 
dividual-system blame" factor identified by Gurin, Gurin, Lao and 
Beattie C1969)- In an intriguing study, Gurin et al. explored the 
application of Rotter's (1966) notion of "locus of control" to 
minority populations. Using the Rotter I-E Scale plus 13 special­
ly constructed racially relevant items, data were gathered from a 
large sample of Black college students. A factor analysis of the 
13 items yielded a factor which was labelled "individual-system 
blame". This factor was very similar in concept to the notion of
blame-orientation which had arisen from my content analysis of 
Black protest writings. Gurin et al. spoke of individual-system 
blame as being a measure of "the student's explanation for social 
or economic failure among Negroes" (p. k 5 ) • The internal pole, or 
"individual-blame", placed the burden of failure on Negroes them­
selves citing a lack of skill, ability, effort and appropriate 
behavior as explanatory factors. The external pole, or "system- 
blame", faulted the social system and cited racial discrimination 
and lack of opportunities as being responsible for the subordi­
nate position of Blacks.
The research of Gurin et al. also included an examination of 
the relationship between students' individual-system blame scores 
and their responses to various questions about civil rights ac­
tivities and aspirations for the future. Here, the system-blamer 
(external orientation) appeared as the aspiring, activist, civil 
rights militant who directed his or her activity against a biased 
and crippling system. The individual blamer, on the other hand, 
tended to be neither active, nor militant, nor innovative (in 
terms of non-traditional career choices).
While their origins are very different, the concepts of in­
dividual-system blame and blame-orientation are very similar in 
regard to their polar dimensions (i.e. blaming the group or 
blaming the system for subordination). The two concepts most se­
riously diverge however when it comes to the notion of ambiva­
lence. Blame-orientation assumes the existance of a third, am­
bivalent, orientation and seeks to define the attitudinal and 
behavioral consequences of the holding of such a position. Indi­
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vidual-system blame, on the other hand, does not address the pos­
sibility of an ambivalent position, Eecause the individual-system 
blame factor is seen as being a dimension of locus of control, 
the focus is on the poles of the factor and subjects are catego­
rized as either having one polar orientation or the other. As 
will be discussed later, the use of a forced-choice measurement 
technique does not allow an ambivalent response to be registered; 
the subject is consistently forced to choose one alternative or 
the other such that an ambivalent response to any given item can­
not be expressed.
A second individual-system blame study, although using the 
Gurin et al. forced-choice scale, does present some suggestive 
evidence of the operation of blame-orientation ambivalence which 
conforms to the model presented earlier. Forward and Williams 
(1970) had administered several test batteries in the inner city 
high schools of Detroit six months prior to the explosive 1967 
riot. Included in these batteries was the Gurin et al. scale. Im­
mediately following the riot, a subsample of 93 students were a- 
gain interviewed and tested. This offered a unique opportunity to 
examine pre and post-riot blame scores in light of the students' 
stated evaluations of the event. If it was possible to conceive 
of the riot as an action directed against the system, and if the 
stated evaluations ("good", "bad", "uncertain") could be looked 
upon as indicators of the perceived success or failure of that 
action, then a direct link to the blame-orientation ambivalence 
model could be made.
While admittedly based upon very small Ns and the several
assumptions noted above, an examination of the data does support 
the suggested model. In the "good" group the pre-riot measure 
yielded 57% individual-blamers. After the riot and the affixing 
of the positive (success) label to the event, 100% of the sub­
jects in this category responded to the scale as system-blamers. 
Thus k3% (three subjects) shifted in the face of perceived suc­
cess. In the "bad" group, on the other hand, 71% (15 subjects) 
initially responded as system-blamers. After the riot and the e- 
valuation of it as bad (a failure), 21% of these subjects (five) 
shifted and responded to the post measure as individual-blamers. 
Percentages in the "uncertain" category showed little or no shift. 
In addition, the pre and post-riot means differed significantly 
within both the "good" and "bad" groups. The difference within 
the "uncertain" group did not achieve significance.
These results can be interpreted as being indicative of the 
presence of ambivalent subjects within the sample. It would be 
consistent with the proposed model to conclude that the eight 
subjects who evidenced a shift in orientation were ambivalent to 
begin with and that the perceived outcome of the riot precipi­
tated the shift in their scores. However, because of the inabil­
ity of the Gurin et al. scale to identify such subjects, their 
true orientations could only be known after their experience of 
success or failure had provoked a need for cognitive clarity and 
defense.
The third individual-system blame study (Sanger & Alker, 
1972), represents an attempt to replicate Gurin et al. using a 
sample of women as the target minority group. This study used a
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forced-choice measure and thus did not address the possibility of 
an ambivalent orientation. It did however succeed in replicating 
all of the previous study's relevant findings. The individual- 
system blame concept was shown to apply to women in much the same 
way as it applied to Blacks. In addition, Sanger & Alker report 
that a considerable number of items were not answered and that 
some subjects changed the wording appearing in the test booklet.
These actions are indicative of some of the problems engendered 
by use of the forced-choice measure.
Scale Development
Empirical examination of the operation of blame-orientation 
among members of a minority population required an instrument 
capable of measuring each orientation - including the ambivalent.
The only existing measure in this general area was the Gurin 
scale which provided a suggestive base for the construction of a 
new instrument.
The Gurin scale consists of four pairs of bi-polar items 
cast in a forced-choice format similar to the original Hotter 
Locus of Control measure (1966). In each item pair, a system- 
blaming and an opposing individual-blaming statement are present­
ed. The subject is asked to choose the statement that he or she
agrees with most. For example, the second Gurin item appears as
follows:
a. It is a lack of skill and abilities that keeps many 
Blacks from getting a job. It is not just because they
are Black. When a Black is trained to do something, he
(sic) is able to get a job.
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b. Many qualified Blacks can't get a good job. White people 
with the same skills wouldn't have any trouble. (Gurin 
et al., 1969, p. k 9 )
While such scale items are certainly within the realm of 
blame-orientation, the measurement technique itself is not ap­
propriate since it is totally insensitive to the existance of am­
bivalence. Within the forced-choice format, a subject who strong­
ly agrees with both statements (i.e. is ambivalent) cannot ex­
press such agreement (he or she would also be unlikely to do so 
with both statements presented side-by-side). Because he or she 
is forced to choose one statement over the other, the ambivalent 
individual receives the same score for the pair as one who 
strongly agrees with one statement and strongly disagrees with 
the other (i.e. is unambivalent).
Clearly a more specialized scale is needed. Such an instru­
ment would be made possible if four major modifications were per­
formed on the Gurin scale. First, the two statements comprising 
each item could be split thus providing a pool of four system- 
blaming statements and four individual-blaming statements.
Second, six new items, as similar as possible to the originals, 
could be written. This would extend the overly brief original 
scale by increasing the total number of statements in each pool 
to ten. Next, each of the single statements (20 in all) could be 
embedded within a larger number of filler items in a way that 
maximized the distance between the halves of the original (and 
added) pairs. And finally, one could write a set of instructions 
which asked subjects to respond separately and independently to
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each item.
With such a scale, an operational definition of blame-orien­
tation ambivalence would be possible. Such a definition would 
read as follows: blame-orientation ambivalence refers to the at­
tainment of high agreement scores for pools of individual-blarae 
and system-blame statements when both are presented independently 
within the same measuring device.
An approximation of the new scale was developed and compared 
to the Gurin scale in a pilot study. This new scale (see Appendix 
A) contained the four Gurin items plus six pairs of new items 
written to resemble the originals. As was the case in the origi­
nal scale, Blacks were retained as the target population. An ex­
ample of one of the added items appeared as follows:
a. 7/hen job training programs designed to help Blacks a- 
chieve more success in life are offered, attendance is 
usually very poor. Many Blacks seem unwilling to accept 
genuine help.
b. Completing a job training program does not usually help 
a Black. Most well-paying jobs still go to Whites.
Three separate booklets, each with a particular content, 
were then prepared: (a) the Forced Choice booklet which consisted 
of the ten item pairs cast in the same forced-choice format as 
the Gurin scale, (b) the System-blame booklet which consisted of 
only the ten system-blame halves of the ten item pairs, each cast 
in a Likert format, and (c) the Individual-blame booklet which 
consisted of only the ten individual-blarae halves of the ten item 
pairs, each cast in a Likert format.
This preparation was designed to provide a rough assessment 
of whether or not the forced-choice format could indeed mask the 
measurement of blame-orientation ambivalence. Theoretically, all 
three booklets should be measuring the same individual-system 
blame dimension; the forced-choice technique providing an assess­
ment of the dominant orientation and the split-scales providing 
separate measurements of each component of the dimension. If the 
differing formats did not interfere with valid measurement, one 
would expect to obtain the same blame-orientation designations 
regardless of which format was used. If, on the other hand, the 
distributions of designations were different, one could suggest 
that the split-scale format had allowed subjects to express an 
orientation (i.e. ambivalence) which was masked by the forced- 
choice presentation.
In order to test the masking notion, the three booklets 
should ideally have been administered to a single group of sub­
jects. As an approximation of such a situation, three roughly 
matched samples were used. The subjects were 96 Elack sophomore 
teacher education students from Tennessee State University.
Thirty were given the forced-choice booklet, thirty-three the 
system-blame booklet and thirty-three the individual-blame pre­
paration. Each booklet was then scored and inter-item correla­
tion matrices and score distributions were computed from the 
data.
The results of the pilot study demonstrated that a forced- 
choice format could indeed mask ambivalence. The score distribu­
tions in Table 1 indicate that 60% of the subjects who were ad-
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Table 1
Distributions of Blame-orientations Obtained With 
Different Measurement Techniques
Blame-orientations 
Techniques Individual System Undesignated n
Forced-choice 60% 13% 27% 30
Split-scale







ministered the forced-choice booklet received individual-blame 
designations while 13% were scored as system-blamers. If the for­
mat were not important (or if ambivalence was not a possibility),
one would have expected the other two booklets to have yielded
similar distributions; such was not the case. In general, both of 
the split-scales provoked a relatively high degree of agreement 
even though their, items represented opposing blame-orientations.
The cluster analysis revealed further differences in the 
data obtained from each booklet.-^ The forced-choice format did 
not seem to be measuring any unified dimension. None of the item 
pairs clustered and few of them presented inter-item correlations 
of any size. Both of the split-scales, on the other hand, con­
tained items which clustered and many large inter-item correla­
tions were obtained. Each of the split-scales appeared to be 
measuring factors that were more unified than whatever was being 
assessed by the forced-choice technique.
The results of the pilot study supported the view that a new
measure based upon the split-scale technique might well provide 
more precise designations of the blame-orientation types - in­
cluding the ambivalent. Such designations would be an essential 
element in the planned empirical investigation of blame-orienta­
tion among women.
The writing of the actual Blame-orientation Scale was guid-
^The cluster analysis for the forced-choice data consisted 
of an inter-item correlation matrix of phi coefficients. For 
each of the split-scales, the matrices were based upon calcula­
tions of r.
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ed by three objectives: (a) that the scale relate specifically to 
women (the target population), (b) that the actual purpose of the 
scale and its target population be masked, and (c) that subjects 
be provided with the opportunity to agree or disagree with both 
individual and system-blame items independently.
The five item pairs that had been most highly intercorrela­
ted in the results of the pilot study were retained for use in 
the final scale. Within these items, all references to Elacks 
were simply reworded to pertain to women. An additional five item 
pairs were next written especially for the new scale. The indi­
vidual-blarae member of each pair was based upon a review of the 
literature on female stereotyping (e.g. Eroverraan, et al., 1970,
1972; Klein, 19^6; 7/atson, 1966). The system-blame items consist­
ed of complementary assertions that prejudice and discrimination 
were responsible for the situations depicted in the items. In 
this manner, a final pool of ten system-blaming and ten individu­
al-blaming items worded for use with female subjects was crea­
ted. ̂
The purpose and focus of the twenty scale items were then 
masked by embedding them in a larger group of filler items. The 
wording of these 26 additional statements resembled that of the 
actual scale items. This filler consisted of individual and sys­
tem blaming statements about Elacks (five item pairs), Puerto 
Picans (five item pairs), Native Americans (one item pair) and 
homosexuals (two item pairs). The combination of all of the items
^The complete Blame-orientation Scale booklet is reproduced 
in Appendix A.
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(actual and filler) would hopefully appear to the reader as a pub­
lic opinion, prejudice or attitude scale relating to the treat­
ment (system-blame items) and characteristics (individual-blame 
items) of a variety of topical American minority groups.
The final objective was accomplished by establishing two 
totally separate scales joined by a common cover story and a set 
of instructions that emphasized the independence of each scale 
(and item). One scale consisted of the 23 individual-blame state­
ments (actual and filler) and the other consisted of the opposing 
system-blame statements. The true Likert format was dropped and 
subjects were simply instructed to indicate whether they agreed 
or disagreed with each separate statement.
Earlier, blame-orientation ambivalence was operationally de­
fined as, "the attainment of high agreement scores for pools of 
individual and system-blame statements when both are presented 
independently within the same measuring device." The scoring of 
the instrument was designed to be consistent with this definition. 
First, total scores (number of items agreed with are computed for 
each subject for each of the two scales: individual and system).
The two median agree scores for the entire sample are next calcu­
lated. Median splits are then performed such that a subject's 
scale score is assigned a high on that particular component if it 
is above the median and a low if it falls below. In this manner, 
each subject is given one of four possible blame-orientation 
designations based upon the combination of her score assignments 
for each of the two scales. The four designations are:
1. Individual-blamer................ High individual score -
Low system score.
Low individual score - 
High system score.
High individual score - 
High system score.
Low individual score - 
Low system score.
Testing the Scale - The Questionnaire Study
The new Blame-orientation Scale was administered to a sample 
of female college students. Responses to the items were then ana­
lyzed in order to determine the soundness of the instrument. Also 
included in the test booklet were several of the self-report i- 
tems used by Gurin et al. in their original factor-analytic study 
(19b9)- As noted above, the Gurin study utilized a forced-choice 
measure and focused upon Blacks as its minority population. Thus 
if the blame-orientations generated by women responding to the 
new scale related to self-report items in a manner comparable to 
the Gurin data, the new scaling technique, the possibility of 
measuring ambivalence and the view that women are a psychological 
minority group all would receive empirical support. Most impor­
tantly, however, a successful testing of the scale would indicate 
that I now had an instrument suitable for use in the proposed
'This designation was not developed from the initial blame- 
orientation concept. Rather, it arose solely from the symmetry of 
the scoring technique. Characteristics of individuals falling in­





experimental examination of the dynamics of blame-orientation.
The subjects used in the questionnaire study were 158 female 
students enrolled in introductory and social psychology courses 
at Brooklyn, Hunter, Richmond and City Colleges of C.U.N.Y.,
Ramapo College of New Jersey and Pennsylvania State University.
The scale was presented as a public opinion survey and adminis­
tered during class sessions. All class members, male and female, 
were invited to participate on a voluntary basis. The total num­
ber of female students fully and correctly completing the book­
lets constituted the sample of 158. Booklets completed by males 
were not scored at this time.
The results of this study are presented in some detail be­
low. They are largely positive and are seen as providing justifi­
cation for the use of the new instrument in the subsequent exper­
imental examination of the blame-orientation concept.
Medians. Median agree scores for each component scale were 
computed. The median number of individual-blame items agreed with 
by the total sample was 3.602. The corresponding median for the 
system-blame items was 8.045.
Since the data represented by these medians was gathered 
from six different colleges, the comparability of the sub-samples
was assessed. This was done by computing separate medians for
each of the sub-samples and subjecting the resulting data to a 
median test. The following results were obtained:
Individual-blame items - X2 = 7.903, df = 6, o ̂ .30
System-blame items - X2 = 5.247, df = 6, d >-70
On the basis of this lack of significance, the six sub-samples
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were deemed comparable and the medians based upon the pooled 
scores were used for designating blame-orientations,
Blame-orientation distributions. Using the median-split 
scoring method with the medians for the entire sample the dis­
tribution of blame-orientation types found in Table 2 was obtain­
ed. The largest percentage of subjects fell into the system-bla­
ming category while the smallest received the indifferent desig­
nation. The percentages of ambivalent and individual-blaming sub­
jects were approximately equal.
Means 31 standard deviations. The mean agree score and 
standard deviation for each component scale were next computed.
The results can be found in Table 3.
Internal consistency. The internal consistency of each com­
ponent scale was estimated by means of the Kuder-Richardson K-R 
20 (1937) and Chronbach's Alpha (1950 formulas. As can be seen 
in Table h, the resulting coefficients indicated that both scales 
have a good degree of reliability.
Item analysis. An item analysis was performed for the pur­
pose of determining the ability of each item to predict subjects' 
total scores. To this end, biserial correlations were calculated.
The resulting coefficients ranged from .376 to .918. Eighteen of 
the twenty items produced coefficients that were greater than 
•55* Again, both component scales appeared to be made up of items 
that were internally consistent.
Relationship of individual and system-blame components. The 
problem of response set was examined by calculating the relation­
ship between responses to each of the separate component scales.
Table 2
Distribution of Blame-orientation Types 
Ambivalent System Individual Indifferent
25.3% 32.2% 26.5% 15.8%
(n = kO) (n = 51) (n = 1*2) (n = 25)
Table 3
Mean Agree Scores & Standard Deviations 
for Individual and System-blame Scales
Individual System
Mean 3.685 7. if 37
SD 2.223 2.319
Table 1*
Reliability Estimates for Individual & 
System-blame Scales Using Measures 
of Internal Consistency
Individual System
K-R 20 .71*9 .733
Alpha .661 .731
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the resulting Pearson Product Moment coefficient was -.12. Re­
sponses to the two component scales were relatively independent 
of one another and not likely to be a result of response set.
Validity. Various self-report items similar to those used 
by Gurin et al. (1969) bad been included in the test booklets.
The validity of the Blame-orientation Scale was assessed by exam­
ining subjects* responses to these items in light of their 
blame-orientation designations. However, the median-split scoring 
technique did not allow a strict test of the strength of the re­
lationship between scale scores and these "criterion" items.
Since a subject's blame-orientation designation was based upon 
two separate scores, there was no single figure that could be 
used in such an analysis. Using each of the single scores would 
not be meaningful since two subjects achieving the same score on 
one set of items could, depending upon their responses to the 
second set, easily belong to two entirely different blarae-orien- 
tation categories.
Because of the problem noted above a chi-square analysis was 
used. Subjects were grouped according to blame-orientation types 
and their responses to "criterion" items were placed in contin- 
gency tables. This data was then subjected to X“ analysis (with 
Yates' correction for continuity routinely used for all 2 x 2  
tables).
Gurin et al. had found a strong contrast between the re­
sponses of (Black) individual and system-blamers. A similar sig­
nificant contrast was predicted for the present group of female 
subjects. More specifically, it was felt that significantly more
system than individual-blamers would: (a) belong to civil rights 
groups, (b) belong to women's groups, (c) label themselves as 
"militant" on the women's rights issue and (d) aspire to non- 
traditional (for their sex) jobs. These outcomes would represent 
a replication of the Gurin findings and could thus be taken as an 
indication of the validity of the present scale.
No predictions were made regarding the ambivalent subjects. 
The responses of this group to "criterion" items were not consid­
ered to be particularly meaningful. According to the blame-orien­
tation model, the attitudes and behavior of amDivalent women are 
strongly influenced by situational factors. Without a precise 
knowledge of the subjects' exposure to such factors, it was felt 
that responses to "criterion" items could not be systematically 
predicted or analyzed. Any examination of this group would have 
to await completion of the formal experiment.
As previously noted, the indifferent category arose from the 
symmetry of the scale rather than from the blame-orientation con­
cept. This category is comprised of women who rejected both sets 
of items to a high degree. Labelling this pattern of response as 
indifferent had proved useful in other content areas where this 
same type of scaling technique was employed (i.e. Katz, Glass & 
Cohen, 1973). However, its appropriateness for blame-orientation 
work had yet to be examined. Following these authors, we con­
ceived of this group as being indifferent to the fixing of blame 
for the subordinate status of women. We therefore predicted that 
the indifferent group would rank lowest in civil rights and wom­
en's group membership while ranking highest in the use of the la­
bel "uninvolved" to describe their position on the women's rights 
issue. No prediction was offered for responses to the job aspira­
tion question since the formulation of this group did not lead to 
any meaningful suggestion.
Membership in civil rights groups. Responses to the first 
criterion item, reported membership in civil rights groups, sup­
ported the prediction of a significant contrast between system 
and individual-blamers. As shown in Table 5, k0% of the system- 
blamers reported such membership while the corresponding figure 
for individual-blamers was only 7 %; = 11.069, df = 1. p
<C .001. This represents a replication of the Gurin findings.
The second prediction, that indifferent subjects would rank 
lowest in positive responses to this item, was not supported by 
the data. The 24% reported membership for this group exceeded 
both the 15% reported by ambivalent subjects and the 7% claimed 
by the individual-blamers.
Membership in women's groups. Those who claimed membership 
in civil rights groups were also asked to designate the type of 
group that they (had) belonged to (racial, religious, ethnic, 
and/or women's). Contrary to expectations, there was no signifi­
cant contrast between membership in women's groups reported by 
system and individual-blamers. Table 6 does, however, show a 
trend in the predicted direction.
As was the case with the civil rights item, the prediction 
that indifferent subjects would rank lowest in women's group mem­
bership was not confirmed. The percentage of indifferent subjects 
reporting membership in a women's group (12%) exceeded those of
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Table 5
Blame-orientation and Reported Membership 








(n = 20) (n =3) (n = 6)
No 85% 60% 93% 76%
(n = 34) (n = 30) (n = 38) (n = 19)
X for all cells = 15.555* df = 3, £<.01.
X2 for Indiv. vs. Syst. = 11.069, df = 1, £<.001
Table 6
Blame-orientation and Reported Membership 
in Women's Groups
Reported Ambivalent System Individual Indifferent
Membership
Women's Group 7% 16% 2% 12%
(n = 3) (n = 8) (n = 1) (n = 3)
Other & None 93% 84% 98% 88%
(n = 37) (n = 42) (n = 40) (n = 22)
X2 for all cells = 5.145, df = 3, P<.20.
X2 for Indiv. vs. Syst. = 3.251, df = 1, £^.10.
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both the arabivalents (7%) and individual-blamers (2%).
Self-labelling on the women's rights issue. The third item 
asked subjects to characterize their position on the issue of 
women's rights by choosing from among the labels "militant", 
"moderate", "conservative", and "uninvolved". The responses of 
the individual and system-blamers resulted in a significant con­
trast in the predicted direction. As can be seen in Table 7, 39% 
of the system-blamers chose to call themselves militant, while 
the corresponding figure for individual-blamers was only 5%;
X2 = 5.105, df = 1, £^.05. This finding is similar to the ear­
lier findings of the Gurin study. In addition, it should be noted 
that no system-blamers ever chose the labels conservative or un­
involved. For this group alone, the "other" category shown in 
Table 7 is comprised totally of moderates.
The prediction that the indifferent subjects would rank 
first in choice of the "uninvolved" label was not confirmed by 
the data. While 13% of this group did choose to so label them­
selves, the corresponding figure for individual-blamers was 17%.
The ambivalent and system-blaming subjects totally shunned this 
label.
Aspiration to non-traditional jobs. The final criterion i- 
tem asked subjects to indicate the type of job that they would 
most like to have after completing their education. Responses 
were categorized according to a coding scheme developed by Tangri 
(1972) for designating "role innovators" among college women.
While the results did not support the prediction of an individu­
al system-olame contrast, the fact that more than 25% (kO ) of the
3k
Table 7
Blame-orientation and Self-labelling on 
the Question of Women's Rights
Self-label Ambivalent System Individual Indifferent
Militant 24% 39% 3% 13%
(n =6) (n = 13) (n = 1) (n = 2)




(  (n = 19) (n = 20) (n = 17) (n = 14)
e,
Note. N = 92 because question did not appear in earlier 
version of scale booklet.
X2 for all cells = 8.826, df = 3, £<.05.
X2 for Indiv. vs. Syst. = 5* 105* = 1» £<*05*
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responses could not be coded brings into serious question the 
usefulness of this data. Therefore this item will not be subse­
quently referred to.
Thus the predictions involving the individual-system blame 
contrast were supported on two of the three items with a trend 
in the predicted direction on the third. This constitutes a par­
tial replication of Gurin et al, (1969) and, along with the fa­
vorable internal analysis of the scale, provides adequate justi­
fication for its use in the experimental test of the blame-orien­
tation concept.
However, before hypotheses for an experimental investigation 
could be drawn, the disconfirmation of all of the predictions in­
volving the indifferent subjects had to be addressed.
The term "indifferent" was originally intended to imply that 
women of this type were not involved in the affixing of blame for 
the disadvantaged status of their group. However, a review of the 
self-report data suggests that the responses of these women do 
not reflect indifference at all. In examining the rank order of 
system-blaming responses to each of the items, we find that these 
subjects ranked second (following system-blamers) on both of the 
group membership questions and third (above the individual- 
blamers) on the self-labelling item. Indifferent subjects clearly 
tended to respond to these questions in a direction expected of 
system-blamers (although considerably weaker).
A closer examination of actual responses to the Blame-orien­
tation Scale also supports the view that subjects falling into 
the indifferent category are more similar to system-blamers than
they are to individual-blsraers or to a true indifference. Thus a 
comparison of the mean number of individual-blame items endorsed 
by system-blamers and indifferents (both of which are necessarily 
below the sample median) shows them to be equivalent in their re-
g
jection of this orientation. However, a similar comparison of 
the mean number of system-blame items endorsed by individual- 
blamers and indifferents (both of which again are necessarily be­
low the sample median) shows a significantly higher level of en-
7dorsement of system-blame by the indifferent subjects. These 
comparisons indicate that the women designated as indifferent ac­
tually have more in common with the system-blamers.
The finding of a lack of equivalence among scores falling 
below the median on the system-blame component of the scale can 
be looked upon as a measurement problem; one that perhaps repre­
sents a chance occurance within this particular sample. However, 
in order to facilitate the drawing of the best possible hypothe­
ses for the experimental study, this finding was not dismissed 
as error. Instead, a post hoc chracterization of the indifferent 
subjects which related these scale responses to the self-report 
data was developed.
g
The system-blamers endorsed an average of 1.71* individual- 
blame items while the corresponding figure for the indifferents 
was 1.96, The difference between these two means is not signifi­
cant; t = .7956, df = 74, £>.20.
7The individual-blamers endorsed an average of 4.97 system- 
blame items while the corresponding figure for the indifferents 
was 5.76. The mean number endorsed by the indifferents was sig­
nificantly greater; t = 2.032, df = 65, £<.05.
This tentative interpretation first suggested that these 
women resemble system-blamers in as much as they categorically 
reject the notion of individual-blame. This rejection does not, 
however, lead them to a blanket acceptance of system-blame as an 
ideology. Instead, they reraian open to the possibility of sys­
tem-blame and accept it or reject it depending upon the specifics 
of the situation in which it is invoked. If the situation is one 
in which they do not feel that female disadvantage exists (e.g. 
because of information, beliefs or experiences to the contrary) 
they will reject attempts to apply a system-blaming analysis (as 
they did in response to several scale items). Some of these sub­
jects may therefore see good reason to join civil rights and wom­
en's groups and to be involved with women's rights (i.e. their 
responses to the criterion questions) while at the same time re­
jecting several system-blame items because they refer to specific 
situations in which this contention is felt to be inappropriate.
On the basis of this new formulation, the designation of 
this group was changed from indifferent to ooen-system blamer. 
While recognizing that this new formulation is tentative and 
based upon post hoc speculation, it does allow the writing of 
specific hypotheses concerning the group which can then be empir­
ically tested in the subsequent experimental study.
An Experimental Test of the Nature of Blame-orientation
With the scale favorably tested and each of the types bet­
ter understood, the goal of exploring the concepts of blame-ori­
entation and ambivalence through experimental research could fi­
nally be approached. If blame-orientation was truly a "cognitive 
lens" through which members of psychological minority groups in­
terpreted actions in the social environment, then one should be 
able to provide such relevant actions and predict the responses 
of each of the blame-orientation types.
In accordance with the intended focus on everyday events and 
ordinary people, one could expect that the exposure of college 
women to something like a relevant television documentary would 
provide a stimulus situation sufficient for the testing of the 
ideas involved in the blame-orientation concept. The event could 
be expected to articulate with a woman's blame-orientation as 
long as it contained the following essential elements: (a) a fac­
tual presentation of disadvantaged status, (b) an individual- 
blaming interpretation of that status, (c) a system-blaming in­
terpretation of that status, (d) a social protest activity and 
(e) differential levels of rejection (failure) of that protest by 
a representative of the majority system who uses individual-blame 
to explain the high failure situation.
Measurement could be accomplished by assessing the "militan­
cy" of the women's reactions to the event. In this context, "mil­
itancy" would refer to the degree to which the women's attitudes 
and behavior were directed against the system and its representa­
tives.
Hypotheses
Given that women of known blame-orientation were, in fact, 
exposed to an event such as that outlined above, two hypotheses
could be drawn. These two hypotheses, which provide the basic 
predictions for the present study, are labelled the orientation 
hypothesis and the failure hypothesis.
The orientation hypothesis. This hypothesis predicts that 
blame-orientation should significantly determine subjects' reac­
tions to the stimulus program. In other words, there should be a 
significant main effect for blame-orientation. Further, this ef­
fect should be most readily seen in a characteristic rank order 
of militancy of responses made by members of the four blame-ori­
entation types and a control group of males. The rank order 
should consist of the following three positions listed in de­
scending order of militance;
1. The most militant - (system and open-system blamers).
The system-blamers have been placed in this position for r e a s o n s  
which by now should be obvious. The open-system blamers have been 
included in this rank because of the fact that the stimulus pro­
gram firmly establishes the existence of female disadvantage. 
Since the fact of disadvantage is not open to question, members 
of this group should characteristically reject individual-blarae 
and fault the system in a manner comparable to the true system- 
blamer.
2. The intermediate - (ambivalents). Ambivalent women are 
the only subjects who are expected to respond differentially to 
the two failure conditions (see the failure hypothesis below). 
Thus, with half of the group embracing system-blame and the other 
half individual-blarae, their combined response means should fall
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into this intermediate position.
3. The least militant - (individual-Dlamers and control 
males. These two groups have a common base in the acceptance of 
female stereotypes as an explanation for disadvantage. As such, 
their responses should show the least degree of militancy direct­
ed against a system that they do not fault.
The range of responses included in this rank order cannot be 
specifically predicted. However, it is predicted that the reac­
tions of the groups occupying the first and third positions 
should significantly differ from one another. In addition, no 
significant differences within each position are expected.
The failure hypothesis. This hypothesis concerns the ef­
fects of the differential levels of rejection (of the protest ac­
tion) presented in the stimulus program. The hypothesis is fully 
based upon the model that was presented earlier (see pp. 6 - 3 ) .
It is my expectation that the differential levels of failure 
will not bring about differential responses on the part of the 
subject population as a whole. Situational elements, in and of 
themselves, should not act as sufficient causes for such respon­
ses. Blame-orientation would necessarily mediate reactions to 
such situations and thus a main effect for failure should not be 
seen.
The specific prediction in this regard holds that differen­
tial reactions to the failure conditions should occur only in the 
case of the ambivalent women. The ambivalent blame-orientation 
should operate differently in conditions of high vs. low failure.
In the low failure situation, one would expect the ambivalent 
women to respond in a highly militant manner. The system-blaming 
component of their dual orientation should provide a basis for 
identification with the actions of those engaged in social pro­
test. The relatively benign outcome of the protest action should 
not serve to undermine that identification by arousing the ambiv­
alence of these women. No individual-blaming explanation for the 
low failure outcome of the protest is called for and, indeed, 
none is offered.
The high failure situation, on the other hand, should pro­
voke a very different reaction on the part of the ambivalent wom­
en. Once again, their system-blaming component should allow them 
to endorse the actions of those involved in social protest. In 
this case however the outcome of that protest is far from benign. 
A strong rejection by the powerful representative of the major­
ity should evoke feelings of disappointment, failure and crisis. 
These subjects should enter into a state of internal conflict 
(arousal) based upon the fact that the system-blaming orientation 
that led them to these negative experiences is ambivalently held. 
This state of conflict should be intensified by the individual- 
blaming arguments that the majority representative uses to justi­
fy his actions.
Under these (high failure) circumstances, ambivalent sub­
jects should respond in a highly non-militant manner. Such re­
sponses would be entirely consistent with the individual-blaming 
component of their dual orientation and would serve to reduce 
their state of arousal in the two basic ways suggested earlier.
First, a resolution based in individual-blame would allow these 
subjects to attain a state of cognitive clarity by bringing the 
fact of the failure, the explanations of the system's represent­
ative and their own individual-blame into balance. Secondly, such 
individual-blaming behavior would protect them from further ex­
periences of rejection and failure by psychologically removing 
them from the arena of protest activity.
The other blame-orientation groups are not expected to re­
spond differentially to the high and low failure conditions. A 
non-ambivalent blame-orientation would provide no basis for the 
type of situation-dependent arousal depicted above. In the ab­
sence of such arousal, one would expect a woman's blame-orienta­
tion to mediate a stability of responses across failure situa­
tions.
The success of this prediction should be seen in a signifi­
cant interaction of blame-orientation and failure in which ambiv­





Subjects whose blame-orientations had been previously meas­
ured were exposed to a video tape that contained the elements 
necessary for a test of the blame-orientation concept and ambiv­
alence model.
The Blame-orientation Scale was used to measure the orienta­
tions of a large number of college women. Those most strongly 
representing each of the four types were invited to take part in 
a supposed study of "conflict resolution". A control group was 
drawn from among male students who had completed the scale along 
with the women. The final sample of 80 subjects included 16 rep­
resentatives of each of the four blame-orientations and 16 male 
controls.
The subjects viewed a video tape that was designed to simu­
late a documentary program about the uncovering of female disad­
vantage at a college in Ohio. The program began with a factual 
presentation of inequities followed by both individual and sys­
tem-blaming interpretations offered by prominent campus women. A 
feminist group then mounted a series of protest actions which 
climaxed with a presentation of demands upon the administration 
during an occupation which "imprisoned" the college president.
The major manipulation occured at this point with the screening 
of two different versions of the president's reply to the sit- 
ins. In a high failure (arousal) version the women were strongly 
rejected with an individual-blaming justification for doing so.
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In the low failure (arousal) situation the president, without 
placing blame, suggested that the demands be tabled and that a 
dialogue between opposing parties be created.
Dependent measures were taken by use of a questionnaire 
which assessed subjects' reactions to features of the overall 
situation and to each of the principal characters. This question­
naire is reproduced in Appendix B.
Sub.j ects
The subjects were 6 k female and 16 male paid volunteers. All 
were students at Ramapo College of New Jersey. The mean age of 
the females was 26.7, while the mean age of the males was 23.3.
Proceedure - Phase I
The Blame-orientation Scale was administered during a three 
week period to 518 students in 28 classes at Ramapo College of 
New Jersey. The administration was conducted by the regular 
classroom teachers who explained that the instrument was part of 
a survey being done by a friend at Rutgers University. Students 
were assured that participation was entirely voluntary. The only 
identification required was the placing of the last four digits 
of one's social security number on the test booklet.
Usable booklets completed by females (N = 202) were fully 
scored and coded. The 120 subjects representing the 30 most ex­
treme scores in each of the four blame-orientation categories 
(i.e. the farthest from the appropriate medians) were then se­
lected for identification and recruitment. Usable booklets com­
pleted by males numbered 212. Thirty of these were chosen at ran-
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dora for use in the identification and recruitment of the control 
group.
The actual identification of the 150 members of the subject 
pool was accomplished by matching the four digit numbers provided 
on the test booklets with the social security numbers appearing 
on the appropriate course registration lists secured from the 
college registrar.. By means of this proceedure, the names and ad­
dresses of all 150 were obtained. During this entire process, 
every attempt was made to ensure the privacy of the students. Be­
cause the author was acquainted with much of the Ramapo student 
body, it was felt that it was not ethical for him to know the 
blame-orientations of women who had voluntarily filled out the 
scale after hearing a misrepresentation of its purpose (i.e. the 
Rutgers survey cover story). To this end, a second experimenter 
who was not familiar with Ramapo students was employed. This ex­
perimenter kept all actual records of blame-orientation scores 
and devised a list of code numbers to keep the author blind dur­
ing the identification process. This also served to reduce the 
possibility of experimenter effects when he later came into con­
tact with the subjects during phase II data collection.
Recruitment letters were sent to all 150 potential subjects 
on a single date. This was done to ease the scheduling process.
Such a proceedure meant that the potential time interval between 
the scale administration and receipt of the letter ranged from 
two to five weeks for any given subject.
The recruitment letter (see Appendix B) was printed on "Con­
flict Resolution Institute" stationary. It told of a large re­
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search program involving a series of studies; one of which was to 
be run on the Ramapo campus. The name of a sponsoring Ramapo pro­
fessor (David Greene) was mentioned and the task of a potential 
subject was generally described. Finally, a telephone number and 
call-in period were provided along with mention of a $4.00 sti­
pend.
The second experimenter took all of the calls generated by 
the letters and did all of the scheduling. She filled each of the 
ten cells of the 5 X 2  factorial design (four blame-orientations 
+ control males X high and low failure) with eight subjects per 
cell. As far as was possible, the second experimenter balanced 
the extremity of the scores of those scheduled for each of the 
failure conditions. She also attempted to have a variety of types 
(and control males) present at each data gathering session.
Sixty-five subjects responded to the first letter and were 
tested during a three and one half week period. For these sub­
jects, the time lapse between exposure to the scale and exposure 
to the video tape had a range of from three to seven weeks. Fol­
low-up letters were sent to obtain an additional fifteen sub­
jects. This additional running time extended to nine weeks the 
maximum interval between exposure to the scale and exposure to 
the tape.
Proceedure - Phase II
The goal of this proceedure was to expose subjects to the 
video tape. Because of the central position of the tape in the 
overall design of the research, it is described in some detail
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below ( a full script appears in Appendix B).
The 29 minute tape begins with a cover story delivered by a 
neatly dressed, thirty-five year old male experimenter. He ap­
pears against a blank background and welcomes subjects to a study 
that is being conducted by the "Conflict Resolution Institute" of 
the City University of New York. Sounding much like an experimen­
ter reading a script, he explains that this presentation is part 
of a series of studies in which "dramatized accounts" of actual 
conflict situations are presented to viewers through the use of 
video tape. Subjects are told that they will be asked to answer 
questions about the depicted conflict situation. Following some 
preliminary instructions (e.g. "no talking"), the experimenter 
briefly introduces the tape and fades from view.
The "tape" consists of a series of discrete scenes that have 
ostensibly been produced as a documentary by a college television 
station. The anchor person for the production is a student broad­
caster in his early twenties who addresses his viewers from a 
tree-shaded lawn in front of a modern academic building. After 
briefly describing the college (e.g. size), the broadcaster 
states that the occasion for this broadcast is the release of a 
long awaited report of the findings of a statewide commission 
probe into discrimination at institutions of higher learning. He 
invites the subjects to open a news release envelope which has 
been placed on their desks (see Appendix B) and read the Commis­
sion findings along with him. This was done to ensure the expo­
sure of subjects to this information.
The abridged report sets forth five areas in which female
disadvantage has been found. These are: (a) a snail proportion of 
female faculty (15%), (b) a small proportion of female adminis­
trators (9%), (c) a lack of women's studies courses or a women's 
center (as have been provided for campus Blacks), (d) a poor suc­
cess rate by the Placement Center in finding jobs for female 
graduates, (e) far greater female than male dissatisfaction with 
the on-campus delivery of psychological services. The student 
broadcaster next informs the viewers that the television station 
is going to attempt to get beyond the "descriptive nature of the 
report" by interviewing two prominent campus women. The first of 
these is Mary Suramerfield, the college's Dean of Women.
The Dean is seen sitting at her desk in a spacious office. 
Behind her, one can see numerous bookshelves and filing cabinets. 
Upon her desk is a plaque prominently displaying her name and po­
sition. The Dean is a woman of about forty years of age. She is 
conservatively attired. Her hair is severely pulled back and 
parted down the middle of her head; she looks very much like a 
traditional college administrator. She delivers her remarks in 
even, unemotional tones. She does, however, convey a sense of 
strength and conviction.
The Dean begins her remarks by implying that the campus fem­
inists are hardly representative of the majority of American wom­
en. She then proceedes to address the Commission findings point 
by point. Each of the five items are explained by blaming women 
for the existance of these conditions (i.e. in individual-blaming 
terms). She argues that there are few female faculty because wom­
en with proper qualifications are in short supply (despite ef­
forts to find and recruit them). Hiring on the basis of sex would 
simply undermine the quality of education at the college. The 
lack of female administrators is likewise due to the scarcity of 
women with administrative talent. Refusing to hire the unquali­
fied has led to charges of discrimination, but has served to up­
hold the quality of the institution. Next, since the majority of 
women do not subscribe to feminist views, the establishment of 
women's courses and centers would only divert needed resources to 
areas where they would be of little benefit. As regards the 
Placement Center, it has to work with many female students who 
are either unqualified for the jobs they seek or do not really 
desire them in the first place. Finally, everyone knows that wom­
en in general have more problems with maladjustment than men do. 
The counselors are hard pressed to deal with such widespread and 
deep seated conditions. "Quoting satisfaction figures from people 
who are admittedly unhappy and dissatisfied to begin with is a 
violation of good old common sense." The Dean concludes her indi­
vidual-blaming interpretation of the findings by strongly sug­
gesting that the problem lies not within the college administra­
tion, but within women themselves.
The second prominent woman to be interviewed is Professor 
Ellen Martin of the Women's Alliance. She is introduced by a 
voiceover following the fading out of the image of the Dean. The 
Professor is a woman in her late twenties who is neatly but casu­
ally attired. She is seen seated behind a desk in her small of­
fice. A prominent plaque identifies her and the name of the or­
ganization. The Professor's remarks are delivered with a degree
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of emotion. At times, her voice rises in a controlled anger.
The Professor begins by placing blame for the conditions di­
rectly upon the administration (i.e. system-blame). She then ad­
dresses the Commission findings point by point as an illustration 
of her claim. She states that qualified women are deliberately 
not hired by the college. More female than male applicants are 
rejected each year. Many of these applicants come from the "fin- 
est graduate schools in the nation." The few female administra­
tors who are hired are locked into low level positions. When high 
level vacancies occur, nation-wide searches are conducted in 
spite of the fact that qualified women are present on the campus.
The refusal to fund women's programs is aimed at limiting the 
consciousness of females on the campus. The administration seeks 
to prevent women from seeing themselves as the largest minority 
group at the college. The Placement Center does not take female 
applicants seriously. They are steered into overcrowded fields 
with little chance for successful careers. The prevailing atti­
tude is that they will "just get married anyway." On-campus psy­
chological counselors simply try to reinforce the stereotypical 
women's role. They attempt to force women to accept the very same 
ideas that are responsible for their seeking counseling in the 
first place. The Professor then closes by contending that the re­
port has simply confirmed what has been known all along; that the 
college administration is guilty of prejudice and discrimination 
against women.
After the Professor fades from view, the scene shifts back 
outside to the student newscaster. He brings the subjects "up to
date" by detailing the events that followed the release of the 
Commission findings. He reports that the Women's Alliance and 
their supporters took various actions (e.g. vigils, boycotts, 
marches) to which the administration did not respond. He then de­
scribes the long-expected confrontation in which the protestors 
occupied the hallway outside of the college president's office, 
imprisoning him inside. A list of demands that were presented to 
the President have been provided for the subjects in a second 
news release envelope on their desks (see Appendix B). The news­
caster invites the audience to read the demands along with him 
(again seeking to ensure exposure of the subjects to the informa­
tion). These demands parallel the Commission findings and ask for 
immediate remedies accompanied by a federal investigation.
Dramatically working toward a climax, the newscaster informs 
the subjects that the President emerged from his office and ad­
dressed the sit-ins after hours of telephone consultations with 
campus officials. The college television station is said to have 
simultaneously broadcast the audio portion of the President's re­
ply throughout the campus. The audience is then invited to listen 
to a tape of that momentous broadcast.
The scene now shifts to a sign bearing the name of the Pres­
ident surrounded by a geometric pattern. After a few seconds of 
exposure, this gives way to a picture of the President's face and 
upper torso which fill the entire screen. This type of presenta­
tion was meant to simulate a television news story where, lacking 
a filmed report, a picture of the individual accompanies a broad­
cast of his or her remarks. As is often the case with such seg-
ments, the audio portion of the tape had a characteristic dis­
tant, crackling quality.
The President is a white-haired man in his mid to late six­
ties. He is conservatively dressed in a dark suit, tie and wire 
rimmed glasses. There are two different versions of his remarks 
which constitute the major manipulation of this phase of the 
study. The high failure version is intended to produce a state of 
arousal in ambivalent subjects consistent with the model present­
ed above. This is done by presenting a strong rejection of the 
women's demands with an individual-blaming justification for the 
failure of the protest action. Here the President states that the 
demands "are categorically rejected....(because).... responsibil­
ity for these conditions falls squarely on the shoulders of wom­
en in this society in general and here at Marshall (college) in 
particular." He then goes on to fault the women's group by sta­
ting that its actions have shown it to be "poorly organized, non- 
representative of the majority of female students, and extremely 
naive in its approach to bringing about social change." He closes 
his remarks by reminding the sit-ins that "Attacking a system 
that is merely a reflection of the prevailing condition of women 
themselves is irresponsible, illogical and, ultimately, doomed to 
failure."
The low failure version, on the other hand, is intended to 
prevent arousal in ambivalent subjects from occuring. Here, the 
demands of the sit-ins are tabled with the statement that "these 
requests cannot be immediately implimented." Without placing any 
blame, the President justifies this action with a traditionalist
argument about the careful process of social change and the im­
possibility of changing institutions "overnight". Addressing the 
actions of the women's group, he states that "The events of the 
past several weeks have demonstrated that there is a pressing 
need for the establishment of a dialogue between the administra­
tion of this college and the Women's Alliance and its support­
ers." He closes with the words, "I am looking forward to the op­
portunity to meet with you and to discuss our differences in an 
atmosphere of friendly reconciliation."
After the President has faded from view, the experimenter 
from the "Institute" appears in his initial setting. He informs 
the subjects that the Institute is interested in learning about 
their impressions of the situation and how they might feel about 
suggestions for its resolution. They are then invited to open the 
third envelope remaining on their desks. This envelope contains 
the Dependent Measures Questionnaire (see Appendix B). Subjects 
are then given instructions for completing the questionnaire and 
thanked for their cooperation. With this the experimenter fades 
from view marking the end of the video tape.
Data collection was accomplished by the first experimenter 
(the author). He first met subjects at the assigned classroom. He 
was kept blind to the blame-orientation of each subject and the 
failure condition to be run at any given session. The number of 
subjects present at any session ranged from one to 12.
After everyone was seated, the experimenter welcomed the 
subjects and passed around a sign-in sheet asking for name and 
social security number. He then distributed the handout packets
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and explained that all necessary information would be given on 
the video tape. This reply was used to answer all appropriate 
questions. The experimenter then cautioned the subjects about 
talking, started the video tape and left the room. During the 
running of the tape, the experimenter remained outside of the 
classroom door and intercepted latecomers.
The video monitor shut itself off automatically at the end 
of the tape. The experimenter, who could view subjects through a 
glass panel in the door, did not reenter the room until everyone 
had finished filling out the questionnaire. Upon his reentry, he 
asked subjects to turn their test booklets over in order to write 
the answers to two further questions on the back. The questions 
were: Did you recognize any people or objects in the video tape?
Do you have any idea why you, in particular, were invited to par­
ticipate in this study? Next all subjects were fully debriefed.
During the debriefing, subjects were asked if they would like to 
receive a copy of their blame-orientation score and/or a prelim­
inary statement of the results of the research. Those who so de­
sired were sent the appropriate documents by the second experi­
menter. Finally, subjects were paid the sum of S4.00 for their 
participation and the session was ended. The average session 
lasted approximately one hour.
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Results
Effectiveness of the Video Tape
Aside from the Blame-orientation Scale, the stimulus program 
was the key element in the research design. The content of the 
program had been carefully written to conform to the requirements 
of the experiment'. However, one could legitimately ask whether or 
not the video tape itself had provided subjects with a realistic 
and believable event. The answer to this question was supplied by 
two separate measures. Both were part of the Dependent Measures 
Questionnaire which was administered to subjects prior to de­
briefing, Responses to both of these items pointed to the success 
of the stimulus program.
The first measure consisted of a 5 point bi-polar scale for 
response to the question, "how believable was the video tape?"
The overall mean response, 3.70, was both positive and well above 
the midpoint. The second item asked subjects to indicate the de­
gree to which they had been able to "imagine that you were pre­
sent on the campus during the video tape." The overall mean re­
sponse to this 5 point scale was 3.388 which was taken as a pos­
itive indication of the ability of the tape to provoke something 
akin to identification on the part of the subjects. The goal of 
providing a believable event that was capable of engaging those 
who viewed it had apparently been achieved.
Effectiveness of the Deceptions
The proceedure involved two major areas of deception. The
first concerned the video tape itself. Subjects had been led to 
believe that the events depicted on the tape had taken place at 
a college in Ohio. This was done to strengthen the supposed con­
nection between the tape and the "Conflict Resolution Institute." 
In reality, the video program had been filmed on the home campus 
of the subjects. This situation left open the possibility that 
some of them might have recognized elements within the tape. Such 
recognition could have conceivably compromised the impact of the 
stimulus program.
The success of the deception was examined by asking subjects 
to indicate (just prior to debriefing) whether or not they had 
recognized anything in the video tape. In response, 36 of the 80 
participants reported that they had recognized people and/or
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buildings. The impact of this high level of reported recognition 
was tested by examining responses to the imaginability and be- 
lievability items. For both of these measures, the mean scores of 
subjects who reported recognition were compared with the mean 
scores of those who did not. If the impact of the stimulus pro­
gram had in fact been compromised, the effect should have been 
evident in responses to these particular items. Such was not the 
case. The results presented in Table 8 clearly indicate that the
g
The high degree of subject recognition of people/buildings 
in the tape (k5%) ®ay have been provoked by the question itself. 
In debriefing, many subjects reported that they were not sure 
that the tape was not genuine until the recognition question was 
asked. In fact, one women reported that she had noticed the sim­
ilarity of a building to one on the Ramapo campus. However, be­
fore the recognition question was asked, she had concluded that 
the two schools had employed the same architect.
reported recognition of elements within the video tape did not 
weaken the impact of the stimulus program.
The second area of deception involved concealing the rela­
tionship between the two phases of the experiment. The connection 
between filling out the Blame-orientation Scale in class and be­
ing invited to participate in the study of "conflict resolution" 
had necessarily been kept from the subjects. The success of this 
deception was measured by asking subjects to indicate (prior to 
debriefing) whether or not they had any idea how they, in partic­
ular, had been selected for the study. The responses indicated 
that the deception had succeeded for the bulk of the 80 subjects 
( 3 5 % ). Twelve did state, however, that they had been selected as 
a result of having previously completed the Blame-orientation 
Scale.
Once again I was presented with the possibility that the 
impact of the stimulus program had been compromised. As was done 
above, this possibility was tested by examining responses to the 
imaginability and believability items. The mean scores of the 12 
subjects who had connected the two phases were compared with 
those of the 68 who had not. As shown in Table 9, the results 
clearly indicated that the believability of the tape was not af­
fected. However, the 12 subjects did have significantly more dif­
ficulty imagining themselves to have been present on the Marshall 
College campus. Fortunately however the fairly even distribution 
of these twelve subjects on both of the independent variables 
made it highly unlikely that this difficulty had exerted any sys-
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Table 8
Mean Believability & Imaginability Responses of 
Subjects Who Did & Did Not Report Recognition of 
People or Buildings in the Stimulus Program
Did Not
Recognized Recognize Diff. t df p 
Believability 3.538 3.772 .189 .771 78 >.20
Imaginability 3.305 3.454 .149 .882 78 >.20
Table 9
Mean Believability & Imaginability Responses of 
Subjects Who Did or Did Not Connect Phases I & II
Did Not
Connected Connect Diff. t  df p 
Believability 3.500 3.735 .235 .697 78 > .20
Imaginability 2.750 3.500 .750 2.344 78 <.05
9tematic influence on the dependent measures.
Strength of Manipulation
The actual manipulation employed in the research involved 
the presentation of two different versions of the college presi­
dent's reply to the sit-ins. The high failure condition was in­
tended to provide subjects with a strong experience of rejection 
and failure. In the low failure situation, the experience of re­
jection and failure was intended to be felt weakly, if at all.
The success of the manipulation was measured by asking sub­
jects to indicate, on a 5 point scale, the degree to which they 
felt that the women had "failed to achieve their goals" after 
hearing the president's reply to the sit-ins. The responses to 
this item clearly cast doubt upon the strength of this manipula­
tion. There was no significant difference between the mean of 
2.85 obtained in high failure and that of 3.05 obtained in low,
F (1,70) = .266, v = .99. More importantly, the ambivalent sub­
jects, who were especially expected to be differentially aroused 
by the two conditions, did not perceive different degrees of 
failure in the two situations. In fact, the mean responses of the 
two ambivalent groups were a remarkably identical 2.875.
On the basis of this measure alone, one would be forced to 
conclude that the failure manipulation was not effective. How­
ever, several portions of the subsequent analysis did indicate
^The distribution was as follows: high failure - 6, low 
failure - 6; system-blamers - 2, open-system blamers - 5, ambiv- 
alents - 1, individual-blamers - 3, control males - 1.
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that these two conditions were the cause of differential re­
sponses (i.e. two significant main effects for failure and one 
significant interaction). Nevertheless, one must seriously ques­
tion whether or not failure per se was the causative factor in 
these significant differences.
Derivation of Dependent Measures
The questionnaire administered at the conclusion of the 
stimulus program contained 21 separate items. These questions 
were designed to measure subjects' reactions to four distinct 
areas of the stimulus program. These areas were: (a) aspects of 
the overall situation, (b) evaluations of the system-blaming pro­
fessor, (c) evaluations of the individual-blaming dean,and (d) 
evaluations of the president who had rejected the demands of the 
sit-ins.
A separate "militancy" index was derived from each of the 
four groups of measures, referring to the degree to which re­
sponses were directed against the system. For the first category, 
such responses included endorsing statements and actions directed 
against the college administration. For each of the other three 
categories, the respective militant responses included forming 
favorable evaluations of the system-blaming professor, forming 
negative evaluations of the individual-blaming dean and forming 
negative evaluations of the rejecting president.
The first militancy index was derived by combining scores 
on five items that dealt with reactions to the overall situation. 
These items asked subjects to: (a) evaluate the sit-in on a 5
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point scale ranging from a "good thing" to a "bad thing", (b) 
choose from among a range of militant and non-militant actions 
the one they felt the demonstrators should have taken as an im­
mediate response to the president's reply, (c) choose from among 
a range of militant and non-militant long term actions the one 
they felt the women should have engaged in over the "next sever­
al months", (d) indicate whose interpretation of the Commission 
findings they agreed with more by marking a position on a 5 point 
scale that presented the "professor's interpretation" and the 
"dean's interpretation" as opposite poles and (e) indicate the 
degree to which they themselves would have supported or worked a- 
gainst passage of the women's demands if they had been presented 
in a campus referendum.^
Combining these five items was theoretically justified by 
the fact that all of them were intended to assess reactions to a 
common referent - the situation itself. The empirical justifica­
tion for such a proceedure was provided by an inter-item cor­
relation matrix computed via Pearson's r. These correlations, 
which can be found in Table 10, indicated that all five items
1(̂ A sixth question presented the "president's interpreta­
tion" of the Commission findings and the "professor's interpret­
ation" of the Commission findings as poles in a b.i-polar item. 
Subjects were asked to indicate which interpretation they agreed 
with most by marking a position on the 5 point scale. However, 
this item was subsequently dropped from the analysis when it was 
recognized that the president's interpretation was not consistent 
across failure conditions. This meant that the item could not be 
used for measuring the effectiveness of the blame-orientation 
variable where data from each of the failure conditions would 
necessarily be combined for each blame-orientation group.
Table 10
Inter-item Correlation Matrix For 
Reactions to the Overall Situation
(1) (2 ) (3) (4)
S's Own Vote 
in Campus




















were homogeneous and could thus be combined into a single mean­
ingful index. This dependent measure was labelled the Situation 
Index.
The remaining three militancy indexes were derived from the 
evaluations of the three principal characters. A common set of 
five items had been used in the evaluation of the professor, the 
dean and the president. The positive poles of these 6 point bi­
polar measures characterized the target individual as being: (a) 
reasonable, (b) realistic, (c) intelligent, (d) significant, and 
(e) attractive. Combining each set of measures into a single in­
dex for each character had obvious conceptual justification. The 
empirical justification was again examined by generating inter- 
item correlations based on Pearson's r.
As can be seen in Tables 11, 12 and 13 the correlations were 
generally good. The only exceptions were those involving the at­
tractiveness item in evaluations of the dean. These low negative 
correlations may have been due to the fact that attractiveness 
was the only item that referred to a physical attribute of the 
individual. As such, it could be considered vague and, in any 
case, tangential to the referent's position in the events depic­
ted in the stimulus program. It can be further noted that this i- 
tem was also involved in the lowest correlations that were obtain­
ed from evaluations of the professor and the president. For these 
reasons, the attractiveness item was dropped from the analysis 
and scores on the remaining four items were combined to form 
three measures of militancy. These three measures were labelled 
the Professor Index, the Dean Index, and the President Index.
Table 11
Inter-item Correlation Matrix for 
Evaluation of the Professor
(1) (2) (3) (if)
Attractive
(1) ------  .if90 .503 .if 19
Reasonable
(2)     .612 .589
Realistic






Inter-item Correlation Matrix for 
Evaluation of the Dean
(1) (2 ) (3) (4)
Attractive
(1)   - .0 3 7 - .0 0 6 .366
Reasonable
(2)     .611 .278
Realistic
















Inter-item Correlation Matrix for 
Evaluation of the President




Thus 17 of the 21 original questionnaire items had been com­
bined to form four militancy indexes. Scores on these indexes 
provided the dependent measures for testing the hypotheses set 
forth in the Introduction (see pp. 38 - 42).
Hypothesis Testing: the Orientation Hypothesis
The orientation hypothesis predicted that a woman's blame- 
orientation would significantly affect the way that she reacted 
to a relevant event such as the viewing of the stimulus program.
It was further predicted that this influence would be manifested 
in a characteristic rank order of militancy of responses made by 
each of the four blame-orientation types and the control males.
The predicted rank order included the following three positions:
(a) the most militant - system and open-system blamers, (b) the 
intermediate - ambivalents, and (c) the least militant - individ- 
ual-blamers and control males. Within this characteristic rank 
order it was predicted that the mean responses of the groups oc­
cupying the first and third positions would significantly differ 
from one another. Significant differences within each of these 
positions, however, were not expected.
The prediction was tested by subjecting each of the militan­
cy indexes to a 5 X 2 analysis of variance (4 blame-orientations 
+ control males X high and low failure) and examining the main 
effects of blame-orientation. As can be seen in Tables 14, 16, 18 
and 20, the hypothesis was strongly confirmed. Blame-orientation 
did significantly affect the amount of militancy revealed by the 
subjects in their reactions to (a) the overall situation, F
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Table 14
Analysis of Variance of
Scores on Milltance of Reactions to the Situation
Source SS df MS F Sig.
Blame-orientation 248.674 4 62.169 6.733 .001
Failure .3 1 2 1 .312 .034 .999
Interaction 47.625 4 11.906 1.289 .2 8 2
Error (within) 646.369 70 9.234
Total 942.981 79
Table 15
Mean Militancy of Response to 
The Situation, in Rank Order
Blame-orientation






High 22.25 2 1 .0 2 1 .0 17.375 15.625 19.45
Low 20.75 2 0 .1 2 19.375 18.50 17.875 19.325
Combined 21.50 20.56 20.187 17.937 16.75 19.387
Note. Means sharing a common underlining do not sig­
nificantly differ from one another. Means not 
sharing a common underlining differ from one 
another with £ ^ . 0 5,




Analysis of Variance of
Scores on Militance of Evaluations of the Professor
Source SS df MS F Sig.
Blame-orientation 162.175 4 40.544 6.275 .001
Failure 4 8 .0 5 0 1 4 8 .0 5 0 7.437 .008
Interaction 15-075 4 3.769 .583 .999
Error (within) 452.246 70 6.461
Total 677.546 79
Table 17
Mean Total Evaluations of the Professor 
in Hank Order of Militancy
Blame-orientation
Failure Open- t Ambiv- System Control Individ- Over-
.systera alent ual all
High 22.25 22.125 21.50 18.37 18.75 20.60
Low 21.00 19.50 19.25 18.25 17.25 19.05
Combined 21.625 20.812 20.375 18.312 18.00 19.825
Note. Means sharing a common underlining do not sig­
nificantly differ from one another. Means not 
sharing a common underlining differ from one 
another with £ < . 0 5.




Analysis of Variance of
Scores on Militance of Evaluations of the Dean
Source SS df MS F Sig.
Blame-orientation 243.550 4 6 0 .8 8 8 4.328 .004
Failure 3 .6 1 2 1 3 .6 1 2 .257 .999
Interaction 43.950 4 10.987 .781 .999
Error (within) 984.867 70 14.070
Total 1275-980 79
Table 19
Mean Total Evaluations of the Dean 
in Rank Order of Militancy
Blame-orientation
Failure System f Ambiv- Open- Individ- Control Over-
alent system ual all
High 10.625 12.50 12.50 15.50 15.125 15.25
Low 10.625 12.625 15.25 13.75 16.25 13.70
Combined 10.625 12.562 13.875 1 £»--625 15.687 13.475
Note. Means sharing a common underlining do not sig­
nificantly differ from one another. Means not 
sharing a common underlining differ from one 
another with £ ^ . 0 5.




Analysis of Variance of
Scores on Militance of Evaluations of the President
Source SS df MS F .Sig.
Blame-orientation 224-300 4 56.075 3.997 .006
Failure 171.112 1 171.112 12.196 .001
Interaction 15.950 4 3.937 .284 .999
Error (within) 982.116 70 14.030
Total 1393.479 79
Table 21
Mean Total Evaluations of the President
in Hank Order of Militancy
Blame-orientation
Failure System f Ambiv- Open- Individ- Control Over-
alent System ual all
High 9 .2 5  10.50 11.00 13.375 14.25 11.675
Low 12.25 14.125 14.75 14.625 17.25 14.60
Combined 10.75 12.312 12.875 14.00 15.75 13.137
Note. Means sharing a common underlining do not sig­
nificantly differ from one another. Means not 
sharing a common underlining differ from one 
another with £^.05.
Note. Potential response range 24 (non-militant) -
4 (militant).
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(4,70) = 6.733, £<.001; (b) the professor, F (4,70) = 6.275,
£<.001; (c) the dean, F (4,70) = 4.238, £r .004; and (d) the 
president, F (4,70) = 3.997, £ = .006.1 1
The prediction that the influence of blame-orientation would 
be manifested in a characteristic rank order of militancy of the 
response means of the five groups was next examined. As shown in 
Table 15* the predicted order was fully obtained for responses to 
the Situation Index. In response to this measure, the open-system 
and system-blamers showed the most militancy while the individual 
blaraers and controls exhibited the least. As predicted, the mean 
response of the ambivalent women fell in between the two extreme 
positions.
The significance of the differences between the means in 
this rank order were tested by subjecting all possible pairs of 
comparisons to the Tukey HSD proceedure (Winer, 1971). As can be 
seen in Table 15, all of the predicted contrasts between the most 
and least militant groups were significant with the sole excep­
tion of that between system-blamers and control males.
As shown in Tables 17, 19, and 21 the mean responses to the 
remaining three militancy indexes only partially confirmed the 
prediction of a characteristic rank order of response. As expect­
ed, on all three of these evaluations of principal characters, 
the individual-blamers and control males occupied the least rnili-
^1 As previously noted and explained (see p. 29), the nature 
of the scores generated by the Blame-orientation Scale do not 
make possible the calculation of correlations between scale 
scores and the magnitude of responses to dependent measures.
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tant positions while the most militant responses were consistent­
ly made by either one of the system-blaming groups. The major de­
parture from the prediction involved the ambivalent women whose 
militancy of response to each of the three indexes ranked higher 
than that of one of the two system-blaming groups.
In mean responses to the professor shown in Table 17, it was 
the system-blamers who occupied the intermediate position while 
the ambivalent women ranked directly below the open-system 
blamers in terms of their militance. This departure from the pre­
dicted rank order was also seen in terms of the planned compari­
sons. As expected, the mean responses of the open-system blamers 
were significantly more militant than those of both the individu- 
al-blaraers and the control males. However, with the ambivalent 
women occupying the upper ranks of militance, it was their re­
sponse means that also differed significantly from those of the 
two lowest ranking groups.
The mean evaluations of the dean and the president can be 
found in Tables 19 and 21 respectively. As shown in both tables, 
the order of these means parallels the partial confirmation of 
the rank order prediction that was seen above in the responses to 
the professor. However, on both of these measures it was the open 
system rather than the system-blamers who were displaced from the 
upper ranks of militancy by the responses of the ambivalent wom­
en.
The planned comparisons for both measures offered partial 
support for the prediction of significant contrasts between the 
most and least militant groups. On the Dean Index, the mean re-
7k
sponse of the top ranked system-blamers was significantly differ­
ent from those of both of the least militant groups; the indi- 
vidual-blamers and control males. On the President Index, the 
mean response of the system-blamers significantly differed only
from that of the control males.
Hypothesis Testing: the Failure Hypothesis
The failure hypothesis predicted that the ambivalent women 
would be differentially affected by the manipulation that occured 
at the point of the president's reply to the sit-ins. Up until 
this point, in both versions of the tape, the system-blame compo­
nent of the dual orientation of the ambivalent subjects should
have provided a basis for their identification with those engaged 
in social protest. In the low failure condition, this identifica­
tion was not likely to be challenged nor ambivalence aroused. A 
system-blaming interpretation could easily be maintained in light 
of the relatively benign response of the president and the fact 
that he did not use individual-blame as a justification for his 
tabling of the women's demands. In response to such a situation 
it was predicted that the ambivalent women would react to the 
tape in a highly militant m a n n e r consistent with their system- 
blame.
In the high failure situation, on the other hand, the sever­
ity of the president's response was designed to provoke feelings 
of failure, disappointment and crisis which would serve to chal­
lenge the continued use of an ambivalently held system-blame that 
had led to these negative experiences in the first place. The
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degree of ambivalence aroused by this challenge should have been 
heightened by the president's intensive use of individual-blarae 
as the sole justification for his actions.
Given this state of arousal, the hypothesis predicted that 
the ambivalent women would respond to the tape in a highly non­
militant manner (the rationale for this prediction was extensive­
ly stated earlier).
In contrast to the differential responses of the ambivalent 
subjects, no such effects of failure were expected on the part of 
the subject population as a whole. Rather, it was expected that 
blame-orientation would mediate a stability of response across 
the two failure conditions.
The ANOVAs that had been performed on responses to the mili­
tancy measures were examined for consistency with my expectation 
that there would be no differential effects of the failure condi­
tions on the subject population as a whole. As clearly indicated 
in Tables 14 and 18, there was no main effect of failure on re­
sponses to either the situation, F (1,70) = .034, £ = .99 or the 
dean, F (1,70) = .257, £ = .99* However, as seen in Tables 16 and 
20, strongly significant effects were obtained on responses to 
both the professor, F (1,70) = 7.437, £ = .008 and the president,
F (1,70) = 12.196, £<.001. These latter two effects were not 
consistent with the expectation.
In order to more closely examine these equivocal findings, 
the actual means involved in the two significant differences were 
inspected. These means, which can be found in Tables 17 and 21, 
indicated that the professor had been evaluated more favorably
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following high failure while the president's more positive rat­
ings followed exposure to the low failure condition. Eoth of 
these trends were uniformly evidenced in the individual cell 
means of all five groups.
The major prediction of the failure hypothesis suggested 
that ambivalent subjects would shift their behavior in situations 
where their ambiavlence was aroused. The specific prediction 
stated that the militancy of the responses of these subjects 
would be stronger in the low failure condition than in the high 
failure situation.
This prediction was tested by again examining the two-way 
MOVAs that had been performed on responses to the four militancy 
indexes. If the hypothesis was correct, there should have been 
significant interactions of blame-orientation and failure with 
ambivalent subjects showing the distinctive response pattern out­
lined above.
The results reported in Tables 14, 16, 18, and 20 do not 
support the prediction. There were no significant interactions in 
responses to the situation, F (4,70) = 1.289, £ = .28; the pro­
fessor, F (4,70) = .583, R = .99; the dean, F (4,70) = .787,
£ = .99; or the president, F (4,70) = .284, £ = .99.
Thus the failure hypothesis was not confirmed. The signifi­
cant effects of situational factors on the responses of the sub­
ject population as a whole were inconsistent with my expectations 
while the lack of distinctive differential responses on the part 
of the ambivalent women clearly ran counter to the predicted ef­
fects of failure upon this group.
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Additional Analyses
In light of the equivocal findings relating to the failure 
hypothesis, it seemed important to know whether or not the ef­
fectiveness of the stimulus program had differed for any of the 
groups or for subjects in either of the two failure conditions.
In order to test these possibilities, the believability and ira- 
aginability measures were subjected to a two-way analysis of var­
iance similar to that performed on the militancy indexes.
As shown in Table 22, ratings of imaginability were not sig­
nificantly affected by blame-orientation, failure or an interac­
tion between the two factors. There was, however, a strong trend 
on the failure variable (£ = .06) where, as shown in Table 23, 
imaginability ratings tended to be greater in the high failure 
condition.
The ANOVA of believability responses shown in Table 24 indi­
cated that these ratings were significantly affected by blame- 
orientation, F (4,70) = 2.668, £ = .04. This effect was further 
examined by computing multiple comparisons via Tukey's H5D pro- 
ceedure. As revealed in Table 25, 'the ambivalent subjects report­
ed significantly more believability for the tapes than did the 
individual-blamers. However, of far more interest in this analy­
sis is a highly significant interaction between blame-orientation 
and failure, F (4,70) = 5.652, £<.001. When presented in graphic 
form (Figure 1), the most apparent feature of this effect is the 
uniqueness of the open-system blamers. They were the only group 
that showed a decrease in believability moving from low to high 
failure. All other groups evidenced the opposite trend. In addi-
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Table 22
Analysis of Variance of 
Imaginability Ratings of the Stimulus Program
Source SS df MS F Sig
Blame-orientation 7.425 4 1.856 1.765 .14
Failure 3.612 1 3 .6 1 2 3.435 .06
Interaction 2.325 4 .581 .553 .99
Error (within) 73.625 70 1.052
Total 86.987 79
Table 23
Mean Responses to the Imaginability Measure
Blame-orientation
Failure System Individ- Control Open- Ambiv- Overall
ual system alent
High 3.50 3.25 3.50 3.50 4.25 5.60
Low 2.625 2.875 3.50 3.375 3.50 3.175
Combined 3.062 3.062 3.50 3-437 3.875 3.388
Note. Potential response range 1 (could imagine very 
little being on campus) - 5 (could imagine very 
much being on campus).
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Table 24
Analysis of Variance of 
Believability Ratings of the Stimulus Program
Source s s df MS F Sig.
Blame-orientation 9.300 4 2.325 2.668 .04
Failure .800 1 .800 .918 .99
Interaction 19.700 4 4 .925 5 .652 .001
Error (within) 60.999 70 .871
Total 90.799 79
Table 25
Mean Responses to the Believability Measure
Blame-orientation
Failure Ambiv- System Open- Control Individ- Overall
alent system ual
High 4 .6 2 5 4.575 2.75 3.75 3.50 3.80
Low 3.875 3.375 4.50 3.250 3.00 3.60
Combined 4.25® 3.875 3.625 3.50 3.25a 3.70
Note. Potential response range 1 (not at all believ­
able) - 5 (very believable).
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tion, the responses of the open-system blamers were more extreme 
than those of any other type. In low failure, their believability 
ratings were the highest of any group while in high failure, 
their believability ranked below that of all the others.
A second group of interest is the ambivalents whose believa­
bility ratings surpassed those of all of the other groups in high 




The outcome of the present study suggests that blame-orien­
tation may well be a real and important aspect of the cognitive 
lives of members of marginal minority populations. The results 
allow the drawing of two general conclusions about the nature of 
blame-orientation while also providing a basis for viewing each 
of the blame-orientation types as a distinct group with at least 
some predictable behavioral characteristics. In addition, the 
findings have implications for the validity of the Blame-orienta­
tion Scale, the relationship between blame-orientation and raar- 
ginality, and the relationship between blame-orientation and par­
ticipation in social protest - all of which are discussed below.
General Conclusions
The first general conclusion to be drawn involves an accept­
ance of the basic orientation hypothesis. Blame-orientation did 
indeed significantly affect the militancy of subjects' responses 
to the stimulus program. This influence was seen in the highly 
significant main effects of blame-orientation on reactions to the 
overall situation and to each of the principal characters. In ad­
dition, this variable unexpectedly produced a significant main 
effect on subjects' ratings of the believability of the stimulus 
program. On this basis one can thus conclude that the manner in 
which a woman places blame for the subordinate status of her sex 
is significantly related to the way in which she reacts to a 
video dramatization of feminist protest activity taking place in
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the external social environment. The significant effect on be­
lievability ratings further suggests that blame-orientation may 
be related to a woman's willingness to accept or reject pertinent 
information presented in the form of news or documentary program­
ming.
The second general conclusion involves the effects of the 
differential failure conditions on the militancy of responses to 
the stimulus program. As stated in the failure hypothesis, this 
manipulation of the president's reply to the demands of the sit- 
ins was not expected to have any significant effect on the re­
sponses of the subject population as a whole. Since blame-orien­
tation should have determined whether or not a subject believed 
that the demands were justified, the only key feature in both 
conditions should thus have been the fact that these (just or un­
just) demands were rejected by the president. Variations in the 
tone of or rationale for this rejection should not have made any 
difference in the way that subjects responded to an action that 
was either compatible (individual-blamers & controls) or incom­
patible (system & open-system blamers) with their particular ori­
entations. 1 ̂
In a manner consistent with my expectation, there was no 
significant effect of failure on either reactions to the total
1 2A second part of the failure hypothesis predicted that the 
ambivalent subjects, unlike the four groups noted above, would be 
differentially affected by the failure manipulation. This effect 
was expected to be seen in a blame-orientation X failure inter­
action. This portion of the hypothesis is fully discussed below.
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situation or evaluations of the individual-blaming Dean of Women. 
However, such effects were obtained, and strongly so, in evalua­
tions of both the president and the system-blaming professor. The 
professor received a significantly more favorable evaluation from 
subjects who were exposed to the high failure version of the 
president's speech while the president himself was evaluated sig­
nificantly more favorably by those who heard the low failure ver­
sion of his reply to the sit-ins. This particular response pat­
tern was evidenced in the individual cell means of all five 
groups. As would be expected with such a uniform effect, there 
were no significant interactions between blame-orientation and 
failure.
These results suggest that a system representative who ver­
bally attacks his or her opponents while responding to a confron­
tation will be less favorably evaluated than one who surrounds 
his or her actions with conciliatory rhetoric. In a sense, words 
seem to speak louder than actions since these more negative eval­
uations are formed uniformly by all observers regardless of 
whether or not the specific action taken is compatible with their 
blame-orientations. A verbally vehement response by a system rep­
resentative also appears to uniformly enhance the impact of his 
or her most direct opponent. In the present case, the results 
suggest that the president's crushing rejection of the sit-ins in 
high failure served only to elevate the credibility of his oppo­
nent (the professor) v/hile diminishing the favorableness of his 
own impact upon the subjects.
These findings bring to mind the manner in which excessive
reactions by authorities served to "radicalize" many students 
during the 1960s. During that period it was quite common for a 
few campus activists to be joined by hundreds of apolitical and 
even conservative students after the former group had been sub­
jected to police violence or harsh discipline by college authori­
ties. Then, as in the present case, student reaction to official 
excess seemed to transcend individual ideological or political 
orientations. However, the results of the present study differ 
from these situations in that the effect under discussion did not 
generalize beyond the level of evaluations of particular princi­
pal characters. The subjects' reactions to the overall situation, 
including their suggestions for further activity by themselves 
and the sit-ins, were unaffected by the failure manipulation. 
These responses, as well as evaluations of the individual-blaming 
dean of women, were significantly influenced only by blame-orien­
tation.
The Blame-orientation Types
A major focus of my blame-orientation work has been the form­
ulation of four distinct blame-orientation "types". Up until the 
present time, the characterization of these groups was based upon 
evidence gained from the content analysis of Black protest writ­
ings and the development of the Blame-orientation Scale. The 
present study represents the first attempt to test these charac­
terizations within an experimental context.
The test of these formulations was contained in the orienta­
tion hypothesis. This test involved predicting the characteristic
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manner in which members of each type would react to a stimulus 
program that was highly relevant to their status as members of a 
marginal minority population. The specific predictions outlined 
the position expected of each group when mean responses to the 
stimulus program were arranged in rank order of militancy. They 
also maintained that the mean responses of the most and least 
militant groups would significantly differ from one another.
The subjects’ responses to the Situation Index offered the 
strongest support for the orientation hypothesis. The obtained 
rank order corresponded perfectly to that which had been predict­
ed. Three of the four possible contrasts between mean responses 
of the most and least militant groups achieved significance while 
contrasts within these ranks did not. Responses to the remaining 
three militancy indexes generated varying degrees of support for 
the hypothesis.
Since the significance of all of these findings lies in 
their ability to test the formulation of each blame-orientation 
type, we will now proceed to a separate discussion of each of 
these distinct groups. Here it should be noted that while the 
four blame-orientation types are conceptually distinct, their 
designation via the Blame-orientation Scale involves the applica­
tion of arbitrary cut-off points to scores falling along continu­
ous dimensions. Thus while subjects are clearly typed for pur­
poses of discourse, it is recognized that the exact boundaries of 
each type cannot be specified in any precise way.
In order to aid in the clarity of the discussion of the 
blame-orientation types, Table 26 has been prepared. This table
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Table 26
Summary of Obtained Positions in Rank Orders of Militancy of 



















Note. Within each index, groups sharing a common underlining 
do not significantly differ from one another. Groups 
not sharing a common underlining differ from one anoth­
er with £ ^ . 05.
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summarizes the obtained rank order of militancy of responses to 
each of the dependent measures. It also indicates which of the 
planned comparisons achieved significance.
The individual-blamer. As indicated in Table 26, the mean 
responses of the individual-blamers ranked below those of all 
other female types on each of the four militancy indexes. Their 
responses were significantly less militant than those of at least 
one other female group on three of the four dependent measures.
In all, there were six significant contrasts between the mean re­
sponses of the individual-blamers and those of the other groups 
of female subjects. While the system-blamers, open-system blamers 
and ambivalents never significantly differed from one another, 
each of these types displayed significantly more militance than 
the individual-blamers on two of the four dependent measures. In 
addition, the individual-blaming women ranked lowest in their 
estimations of the believability of the stimulus programs (just 
below the control males). Their estimation was significantly low­
er than that given by the ambivalent women who ranked first in 
their willingness to see the video taped program as a plausible 
reality.
iVhile the responses of the individual-blamers were different 
than those of all other female subjects, their similarity to 
those of the males was striking. On all four dependent measures 
these women shared the least militant rank with the male con­
trols. On two of the measures, including reactions to the situa­
tion, their degree of militancy actually ranked below that of the 
male subjects. On no occasion did the responses of the individu­
al-blaming women significantly contrast with those of the males.
It is clear from these results that the individual-blaming 
women are a distinctive group. The present findings support the 
conclusion that these women interpret and can be expected to act 
within the relevant social world in ways that echo the views of 
the male majority far more than those of members of their own 
minority group.
The system-blamer. The results of the present study rein­
force my characterization of the system-blamer. These women 
scored within the most militant position in response to three of 
the four dependent measures; including the all-important Situa­
tion Index. They also presented significant contrasts with the 
individual-blamers and control males in 50% of the possible com­
parisons between themsleves and these two groups. There was no 
instance in which another group of subjects was significantly 
more militant than the system-blamers.
The only seemingly anomolous finding involved the response 
of these women to the system-blaming professor. Here, they were 
not as militant as was expected and actually occupied the inter­
mediate rank of militancy. Their mean response did not contrast 
significantly with that of either the individual-blamers or the 
control males.
The unusualness of this intermediate level of response is 
underscored when it is noted that these women had a strongly mil­
itant reaction to the other two characters depicted in the tape. 
The system-blamers' evaluations of these two opponents of the 
professor were more unfavorable than those of any other group. In
three of the four possible comparisons with the responses of the 
individual-blamers and the control males, the evaluations formed 
by the system-blamers were, as expected, significantly more nega­
tive.
The comparatively weak level of support given to the profes­
sor by her sister system-blamers may, however, be understandable 
if one looks at the role of each of the characters from the point 
of view of the system-blaming subjects. The dean and the presi­
dent were clearly the "enemy". If these subjects had been present 
on that campus, they may well have been moved to actively oppose 
the words and actions of these characters which were so antithet­
ical to the system-blaming orientation. The reaction of the sys­
tem-blamers to the dean and president as well as their scores on 
the Situation Index clearly support this contention.
Eut what about the role played by the professor? Could she 
be defined as "friend" in as simple and definite a manner as her 
opponents were defined as enemy? Possibly not. While the subjects 
would certainly have agreed with her system-blaming outlook, they 
may not have supported her particular type of strategy and tac­
tics. Within the realm of social and political activism it is not 
unusual to find factionalism, disputes and even overt clashes a- 
mong people who, nevertheless, share certain basic ideologies. 
’While the dean and president may have been evaluated largely in 
terms of their opposition to system-blame, the impact of the pro­
fessor might well have been based upon wider (political) consid­
erations. ’.Vhile certainly post hoc and speculative, this inter­
pretation does serve to put a puzzling pattern of responses into
an understandable perspective.
A distinctive picture of the system-blamer does emerge from 
the results of the present research. As a woman who interprets 
female subordination in terms of system-blame, she can be expect­
ed to react militantly to exposure to situations where women are 
disadvantaged. Within such situations she should, at the very 
least, rank among, those who most approve of action directed a- 
gainst the system. Her reactions to system representatives who 
either employ indlvidual-blame or reject protest actions can be 
expected to be more negative than those of most other women and 
any males who might be present. However, her evaluation of other 
syBtem-blamers who are involved in protest activity might, in 
part, depend upon the specific manner in which that activity is 
conducted.
The open-system blamer. The open-system blamer was the only 
blame-orientation type that did not originally arise from the 
content analysis of Black protest writings. The formulation of 
this group was based entirely upon findings that emerged during 
the development of the Blame-orientation Scale. As one might re­
call, these findings indicated that subjects whose responses fell 
below the median on both scale components nevertheless responded 
to the self-report items in a manner that seemed to indicate a 
mild system-blaming orientation. This situation was found to be 
reflective of a non-equivalence of scores falling below the medi­
an on the system-blame component of the scale. The "low" mean a- 
greement score of the open-system blaming group proved to be sig­
nificantly higher than the low mean agreement score of those des­
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ignated as individual-blamers.
While this situation could have been dismissed as anomalous,
I instead chose to attempt a post hoc conceptualization of the 
open-system blaming group that would allow the drawing of the 
best possible hypotheses for the planned experimental examination 
of the blame-orientation concept. The open-system blamer was 
characterized as a woman who is open to a system-blaming outlook 
rather than in constant possession of one. She was seen as a wom­
an who rejects the notion of female inferiority (the low individ- 
ual-blame score) without, however, adopting the view that anti­
female discrimination by the system is pervasive (the "low" sys­
tem-blame score). Because of this, she was believed to be a per­
son who (in contrast to the true system-blamer) would not accept, 
a priori, blanket charges of willful subordination of women on 
the basis of sex. However, in situations where female disadvan­
tage was proven to exist, she was thought to be likely to reject 
individual-blaming interpretations and be ready to accept (and 
act upon) explanations based on system-blame.
This formulation led me to predict that the open-system 
blamer would respond to the stimulus program in a manner entire­
ly comparable to that outlined for the true system-blamer. Since 
the video tape clearly established female disadvantage as an un­
contested fact, the open-system blamer was expected to respond 
in a manner that rejected the views and actions of the dean and 
president and embraced the position of the system-blaming profes­
sor and the actions of the protesters.
However, before discussing the outcome of the predictions,
it must be noted that the formulation of this group was not fully 
tested by the present research. The design did not include a con­
dition in which the fact of female disadvantage was not clearly 
established. Under such a condition, I would have predicted that 
the open-system blaming response would be significantly less mil­
itant than that of the true system-blaming group. Because the in­
clusion of such a condition was beyond the scope and resources of 
the present work, one must be content with the attempt to partial­
ly validate the formulation by demonstrating that a group of wom­
en who scored below the median on both components of the Blame- 
orientation Scale nevertheless responded to this particular situ­
ation as if they were true system-blamers.
The results of the present research generally support my 
view of the open-system blaming type. These women had the single 
highest score in response to the all-important Situation Index 
where they shared the most militant rank with the true system- 
blamers. They were significantly more militant than the individu­
al-blamers and control males in 30% of the possible comparisons 
between themselves and these two groups. There was no instance 
in which any group was significantly more militant than the open- 
system blamers and their responses did not significantly differ 
from those of the true system-blamers at any time.
While the responses noted above certainly do present a sys­
tem-blaming picture, a focus upon evaluations of the three prin­
cipal characters reveals that the response pattern of the open- 
system blamers was the direct opposite of that shown by the true 
system-blaming group. Although these differing response patterns
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were not expected, their existance can be explained in a manner 
that is consistent with the formulation of the open-system blamer 
as a truly distinctive type.
As indicated in Table 26, and discussed earlier, the system- 
blamers responded to the professor with a mean evaluation that 
achieved only the intermediate rank of militancy. The open-sys- 
tera blamers, on the other hand, ranked first in the militancy of 
their support for this system-blaming figure; a militancy that 
significantly contrasted with that shown by the individual- 
blamers and control males. In response to the dean and president 
however, it was the open-system blamers who occupied the inter­
mediate rank of militancy while the true system-blamers showed 
the single most negative responses to both of these representa­
tives of individual-blame. I have already interpreted the re­
sponses of the system-blamers by examining the role played by 
each of the characters from the point of view of that particular 
orientation. Doing the same from the point of view of the open- 
system blamer leads to an explanation that is consistent with the 
distinctive portrait of this group that has already been drawn.
It is possible that the professor was strongly supported be­
cause it was she who offered an explanation of the situation 
that members of this group were open to and ready to accept (i.e. 
system-blame). According to my formulation, once the fact of dis­
advantage had been established, the open-system blamers would re­
ject any individual-blaming interpretations and stand ready to 
have the situation clarified for them in terms of system-blame.
It was the professor who performed this clarifying role. But what
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of the responses of this group to the dean and the president? If 
this group rejects individual-blame, why did their responses to 
these two figures only achieve an intermediate level of militancy 
- one that was not significantly different from that of the indi- 
vidual-blamers and control males?
My interpretation of this situation requires another look at 
the system-blame component of the Blame-orientation Scale, The 
majority of these ten scale items consist of rather general 
charges of sexist discrimination in areas such as corporate man­
agement, graduate education, and promotion to supervisory posi­
tions, The mean number of these items endorsed by the system- 
blaming subjects was 9,437, while the corresponding figure for 
the open-system blamers was 5.875- On this basis, one can suggest 
that the open-system blamers, by rejecting almost half of the i- 
tems, are indicating that charges against the system (and its 
representatives) are, as often as not, untrue. Perhaps it is this 
more benign view of the system that tends to soften the defini­
tion of its representatives as "enemy"; a definition that seems 
to prevail among system-blamers who are willing to see manifesta­
tions of discrimination all around them.
In addition to the degree of distinctiveness that emerges 
from their responses to the militancy indexes, the open-system 
blamers also showed themselves to be a highly unique group in the 
way that they judged the believability of the two versions of the 
stimulus program. While all of the other groups tended to find 
high failure to be more believable than low, the open-system 
blamers evidenced the opposite trend - giving high failure its
single poorest rating (2,75 on a 1 to 5 scale) and low failure 
its single most positive response (Z*.50). Turning to Figure 1 (p. 
80), it is not difficult to see that it was the uniqueness of the 
open-system blamers that accounted for the highly significant in­
teraction between blame-orientation and failure revealed by the 
AITOVA of responses to the believability item.
This difference between the open-system blamers and all of 
the other groups is indeed difficult to explain. However, one can 
offer the following highly speculative interpretation. For all of 
the non-ambivalent groups, except the open-system blamers, the 
high failure version was likely to have been closer to their in­
dividual conceptions of social reality. For the system-blamer, 
the high failure response would be more compatible with the be­
lief in a hostile system that actively seeks to oppress women in 
many spheres of their lives. The vehement rejection by the presi­
dent was likely to have been expected and thus more believable 
than the conciliatory stance offered in the low failure version. 
For the individual-blamers and control males, on the other hand, 
the high failure version might have been more believable because 
it was, in a sense, the more correct of the two. The system- 
blaming orientation of the sit-ins was faulty and thus it could 
be expected that the president would educate them with a response 
based in individual-blame rather than with one which ignored 
their erroneous beliefs.
In contrast to all of this stands the open-system blamer who 
shares neither of these two views of social reality. She does not 
accept individual-blame and she does not see the system as a to­
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tally hostile force that is incapable of positive responses to­
ward women. Thus, for this group alone, the low failure version 
with its lack of individual-blaming accusations and the benign 
tone of its rejection of the demands might have seemed closer to 
a reality that they could believe in.
One major problem with this interpretation does however a- 
rise. It lies in the fact that the individual-blamers (along with 
everyone else) tended to form poorer impressions of the president 
under the high failure condition. This is hard to reconcile with 
the contention that they saw an education in individual-blame as 
a necessary and realistic response. If this was so, why did they 
then think less of the president when he used such a reply? Un­
less one can assume that it was the sheer vehemence of the presi­
dent's response that so negatively affected the individual- 
blamers, the present interpretation of the believability re­
sponses is rendered ever more tenuous. Regardless of this problem 
however, the believability finding is important in and of itself 
simply because it bolsters the contention that the open-6ystem 
blaming group is indeed unique.
The ambivalent. From the beginning, the ambivalent type has 
always occupied a central position in my blame-orientation work.
One of my most important goals has been seeking to understand the 
process by which such individuals appear to shift their focus 
from one blame-orientation component to the other (i.e. from sys­
tem to individual-blame). In its widest application, this shift­
ing process was seen as impacting upon the very course of minor­
ity social protest. The general idea held that support for system
blaming protest would wane during periods of great majority re­
sistance because many supporters (and some leaders) who were ac­
tually ambivalent would drop out and perhaps even join any indi­
vidual-blaming opposition that existed within the minority group 
itself.
The present study was designed to specifically test this 
suggested shifting process by presenting subjects with differen­
tial failure experiences. The high failure experience was expect­
ed to precipitate an individual-blaming (non-militant) reaction 
on the part of the ambivalent subjects, while the low failure ex­
perience was expected to provoke a system-blaming (militant) re­
sponse.
The predictions involving the ambivalent women were twofold. 
First, it was suggested that they would occupy an intermediate 
position in the rank orders of militancy since these rank orders 
represented an averaging of reactions to the two failure condi­
tions. Secondly, it was expected that there would be a signifi­
cant interaction between blame-orientation and failure which 
would find only the ambivalent women responding differentially to 
the two failure conditions along the lines suggested above.
The results of the present research do not strongly support 
acceptance of either of the hypotheses concerning the ambivalent 
type. The intermediacy prediction of the orientation hypothesis 
was confirmed on only one of the four dependent measures (the 
Situation Index). On the remaining three measures, the militancy 
of the ambivalent women ranked between that of the two system- 
blaming groups. The portion of the failure hypothesis that pre­
dieted significant interactions between blame-orientation and 
failure was not confirmed in any way. These interactions simply 
did not occur and there was no indication, on any index, of the 
distinctive response pattern in which the ambivalent women alone 
were expected to respond differentially to the two failure condi­
tions. There is thus no evidence that the hypothesized "shifting 
process" ever took place.
The picture of the ambivalent women that does emerge from 
these largely negative results is one of a mildly system-blaming 
group. These women never differed significantly from either of 
the system-blaming types while presenting a total of three sig­
nificant contrasts with the responses of the individual-blamers 
and control males. Their response to the Situation Index most 
closely resembled that of the system-blamers, while their reac­
tions to each of the principal characters paralleled the pattern 
presented by the open-system blaming type. As previously mention­
ed, the militancy of their responses to each of the three princi­
pal characters ranked in between that of the two system-blaming 
groups.
The males. Although the males have actually been discussed 
in the presentation of each of the blame-orientation types, some 
additional comments are in order. The feature most worthy of note 
is that the males responded much as they were expected to. Their 
relative lack of militance and strong similarity to the individu­
al-blaming women is by now familiar to the reader. However, one 
fact that should be given additional emphasis is that these male 
subjects were chosen simply on the basis of their sex. They were
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not given any attitude measures and were chosen on an essentially 
random basis. In selecting this group, I was in essence saying 
that people who, by birth, are members of the majority society 
will necessarily hold attitudes reflective of that membership.
The results of the present research indicate that this assumption 
was correct.
The Validity of the Blame-orientation Scale
Up until the point of the present study, demonstrations of 
the validity of the Blame-orientation Scale had been based upon 
the use of self-report data and analysis by non-parametric stat­
istics. I had been able to show significant contrasts between 
self-reports of those designated as system vs. individual-blamers 
in the areas of civil rights group membership and position on the 
women's rights issue. As discussed elsewhere, the nature of the 
scores generated by the scale did not permit more traditional 
validity estimates based upon correlations of scale scores and 
magnitude of response to criterion items (see p. 29). Thus the 
need for this less direct approach.
The present experiment, however, can be viewed as having es­
tablished a new and stronger indication of the validity of the 
scale. In the present instance I was successfully able to predict 
reactions to a stimulus program using blame-orientation designa­
tions provided by the instrument. The success of several of these 
predictions (especially in regard to the system, open-system and 
individual-blaming types) was established by the use of AITOVA and 
subsequent planned comparisons via the conservative Tukey method.
The fact that this enterprise was predictive in nature, used a
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carefully designed stimulus program and an array of dependent 
measures, employed a male control group, and depended upon analy­
sis via parametric statistics provides a new and more substantial 
indication that the scale is effective. The results of the present 
study would certainly seem to warrant continued use of the in­
strument.
The Relationship Between Blame-orientation and Marginality
In the introduction to this work, the idea that blarae-orien- 
tation is a facet of marginality was developed. It was suggested 
that the options of blaming the group or blaming the system real­
ly represented the choice of identifying with the group of origin 
or with the mainstream. The proceeding discussion, however, has 
suggested a schema in which blame-orientation and marginality can 
be seen as highly related, but nevertheless distinct. Within this 
view, blame-orientation is seen as denoting the content or direc­
tion of one's resolution of the identity problem while marginal­
ity represents the success (or stability) of that resolution.
If one examines the discussion of the four blame-orientation 
types from this point' of view, the position of each group within 
the schema becomes clear. The system and individual-blamers are 
not marginal. Their resolution of the identification problem has 
provided them with a stable belief system - a system that allows 
them to interpret (and act upon) the relevant social world with­
out reliance upon definitions of the situation provided by others.
The open-system blamers and ambivalents, on the other hand, 
are marginal individuals. Their resolutions of the identification 
problem faced by minority group members are incomplete. The open-
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system blamer accepts neither orientation and is thus dependent 
upon others to define the situation to a point where he or she 
can determine a ’’proper" course of action. The ambivalent indi­
vidual is in much the same position, only more so. By accepting 
both resolutions, the possibility of internally generated action 
that is consistent and stable becomes remote. Because of this, 
the ambivalent individual can be buffeted about by the actions 
and definitions of others - external forces that can dramatically 
change the direction of one's behavior (although the present re­
search has admittedly not provided evidence for this assertion).
This point of view throws a different light upon the Blame- 
orientation Scale and its distinction from the Gurin measure. The 
forced-choice technique measures only the direction of one's res­
olution of the identification problem. The Blame-orientation 
Scale, on the other hand, measures the stability of one's resolu­
tion along with indications of direction where it is meaningful 
to do so.
This new point of view is, of course, conjectural. Its valid­
ity cannot be established without further work. One possible di­
rection for such efforts would be the performance of more de­
tailed (and perhaps adequate) tests of the ambivalent and open- 
system blaming formulations. A second strategy would be the per­
formance of a direct comparison of the two scales; both in terms 
of comparing the individual profiles projected by each and, most 
importantly, in terms of their relative predictive validity.
At this point it is important to note that there is yet an­
other mode of interpreting the ambivalent and open-system blaming
types. This is to see their responses to the scale as being a 
result of response style rather than true marginal conflict. From 
this perspective, the open-system blamer becomes a nay-sayer and 
the ambivalent becomes acquiescent. In the absence of a statisti­
cal refutation of such a possibility, I wish to offer three lines 
of argument that can be brought to bear upon this position.
First, there appears to be a general feeling that the response 
style argument, in regard to attitude and personality measure­
ment, has all but been laid to rest (e.g. Block, 1965; Butcher, 
1972; Mischel, 1968). It appears that Block's often cited mono­
graph and other factor analytic studies have shown the problem to 
be less important than was once thought. Secondly, it can be noted 
that none of the dependent measures used in the present study cal­
led for a yes or no response. As such, they are likely to have 
been far less vulnerable to response set than was the Blame-ori­
entation Scale. Thus, the successful predictions of the relation­
ship between these two scale designations and response to the de­
pendent measures (although not great in number) would appear to 
support a content based interpretation of responses to the scale. 
Finally, a third but not unrelated argument is the invocation of 
"construct validity" as exemplified by my ability to interpret 
the unexpected responses of these two groups along lines sug­
gested by the theoretical formulation of each orientation.
Blame-orientation and Social Protest
My interest in blame-orientation arose from an examination 
of the writings of those who were engaged in social protest. For 
me, the connection between the two has always been strong. At the
outset of this work, I had hoped to find a way both of under­
standing and predicting which members of minority populations 
would engage in, or at least support, protest directed against 
their disadvantaged status. The concept of blame-orientation ap­
peared to be important for uncovering some knowledge, however 
fragile, about the basis upon which one either accepts his or her 
status or fights to change it. The results of the present study 
have hopefully paved some of the way toward that understanding.
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Appendix A: Scales & Scale Items
Items Included in the Split-scale Pilot Study
1. A Black who sets high goals for himself will usually wind up 
being frustrated when he sees all of the opportunities going 
to Whites.
The problem with many Blacks is that they don't set high e- 
nough goals for themselves. Many tend to "sell themselves 
short".
2. A strong desire to want to get ahead is not enough if you are 
Black. Discrimination does not care about what Blacks want.
One reason that many Blacks haven't gotten ahead is that they 
really haven't wanted to. While some Blacks are well motiva­
ted, others seem content to just stay where they are.
3. It is a lack of skill and abilities that keeps many Blacks 
from getting a job. It is not just because they are Black.
When a Black is trained to do something, he is able to get a 
job.
Many qualified Blacks can't get a good job. White people with 
the same skills wouldn't have any trouble.
if. When job training programs designed to help Blacks achieve 
more success in life are offered,. attendance is usually very 
poor. Many Blacks seem unwilling to accept genuine help.
Completing a job training program usually does not help a 
Black. Most well-paying jobs still go to Whites.
5. Blacks may not have the same opportunities as Whites, but many 
Blacks haven't prepared themselves enough to make use of the 
opportunities that come their way.
Many Blacks who don’t do well in life have good training, but 
the opportunities just always go to Whites.
6. Many minority groups have overcome problems of discrimination 
in this country. Blacks could do it too if they would only 
"get themselves together."
Blacks in this country suffer more widespread and deeply root­
ed discrimination than do other minority group members. In
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most cases a member of another minority group will be hired 
before an equally qualified Black.
7. Just like everybody else, Blacks are not perfect. But most of 
their problems are caused by Whites.
Blacks blame too many of their problems on Whites. While rac­
ism does indeed exist, it may be more fruitful for Blacks to 
stop complaining and take a more realistic look at themselves.
8. When two qualified people, one Black and one White are con­
sidered for the same job, the Black won't get the job no mat­
ter how hard he tries.
Many Blacks have only themselves to blame for not doing better 
in life. If they tried harder they'd do better.
9. Being Black presents a great handicap in this country. If you 
are Black, trying hard is not enough because you will still be 
discriminated against.
Many Blacks use the fact that they are Black as an excuse not 
to try to better themselves. Racial discrimination can be 
overcome by continued and strong effort on the part of Blacks.
10. The problem for many Blacks is that they aren't really ac­
ceptable by American standards. Any Black who is educated 
and does what is considered proper will be accepted and get 
ahead.
The attempt to "fit in" and do what is proper hasn't paid off 
for Blacks. It doesn't matter how proper you are, you'll 
still meet serious discrimination if you are Black.
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The Blame-orientation Scale
AGE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
SEX _______________________
RACE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
GRADE -  F R . _  S O P H ._  J R . _  S R . _  
SO C . S E C . # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
OPINION SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FoUr D1«lta 0a39^
This booklet contains two aaparacs secs of quesclons. Each sec contains 
•uerasnca aueh Ilka those chat v« see and hear every day In newspapers, on radio 
and television and frsn friends. We would like to knov how you feel about these 
statements. The reason that there are two separate sets of questions is chat we 
would like you to respond to each question Independently, In other words, we vould 
like you to deal with each question separately and noc be Influenced by any of 
year previous or subsequent answers. Having two separate sets will help you In 
tbit task and ve ask that once you have compleced a set, that you do not refer 
keck to le while filling out Che other . Also, when working on a particular set of 
goeetloAS* DO NOT LOOK BACK at your answers to ocher questions in the set*
Ve ere not interested In how consiscent all of your answers are, but rather 
la each individual answer to each individual question. Worrying about consistency 
often interferes with a person's expression of how he or she really feels. We 
vould like you to pue aside aueh worrys and simply answer eaeh question as you 
c o m  to it* Please be assured that this is NOT a test of intelligence or person- 
elicy. We would simply like to know how you feel about these eoononly heard and 
coanooly discussed lteas.
Vow please cum to the first set of statements* read the instructions care­
fully and 'begin.
instructions tor sets sy t. se
Tha following two aata each contain numbered ltens proceeded by an A and a D. 
For aach Item, raad tba etarement carefully and than lndlcata whether you agrea 
oc dlaagraa by circling tha appropriate latter, A or D. Remember to raapond to 
each lcaa Independently and pleaaa do nac leave any ouc.
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SET ST PACE 1
A D 1. Ko meter how herd the/ cry, most Puerto Ricans are unabla to break out of the
poverty cycle because they are blocked by ocher groups who see thee as a threat
Co their own econoale security*
A D 2* Completing a Job training program usually does not help a Black. Host well** 
paying Jobe still go to Whites.
A D 3. If ehere were true equality of opportunity women would show themselves to be
equal to nen In all areas except chose requiring extremes of physical, else 
sad strength.
A D  4* Puerto Ricans have been excluded from many aspecea of mainland U.S. society 
becauaa of widespread discrimination.
A D 3. Many large corporations have limits beyond which women are rarely allowed to 
advance.
A D 6. Many homosexuals have difficulty finding apartments and jobs because many people 
find them objectionable solely because they arc homosexuals.
A D 7. Women Interested in careers have been pushed Into certain fields (is. nursing) 
by the fact that these were the only ones open to them. ,
A D 8. Many Blacks who don't do well in life have good training, but the opportunities 
just always go to Whlcas.
A D 9. Pew women are found at high levels In various scientific fields because of wide­
spread sex-dlscriminaclon in the areas of graduate education and the hiring of 
scientific professionals.
A D 10. Many Puerto Ricans have been unable to progress far beyond the relative state of 
poverty that they left behind in Puerto Rico because of the ethnic discrimination 
that they face on the U.S. mainland.
A D 11. When two equally qualified people.one Black and One White, are considered for the
same Job, the Sleek won't get the Job no matter how hard he tries.
A D 12. Many qualified women can't get a good high-paying job. Men with the same level
• of skills wouldn't have any trouble.
A  D 13* Being e woman presents a great handicap in this country. If you are a woman, 
crying hard to achieve is not enough because you will still be discriminated 
against.
A 0 14* Homosexuals often find themselves laid-off through no fault of their own when 
their co-workers refuse to accept them and pressure bosses to let them go.
A D IB* In this country, women suffer more deeply rooted and subtle forms of discrimina­
tion than do members of various minority groups. In many cases, a male member 
of e racial minority group will be promoted to a supervisory position before a 
white woman will because it is felt that it is unnatural for a woman to supervise 
men.
A D 16. American Indians seeking to improve their status In society are often confronted 
with demands chat involve giving up their proud heritage and cultural identity.
A D 17. The proportionally few women in this country who have achieved high positions in 
business, scientific and political endeavors differ from the mass of American 
women only in the fact that they have somehow overcome the barriers of a sexist 
eoelecy.
SET ST PAGE 2
A 0 18. The attempt to "fit in’* and do what la proper hasn't paid off for Blacks. It
doesn't matter how proper you are, you'll eel.il oaee serloum dlecrlalnacloa if 
you are Black.
A D 19* Aa Che newest "Immigrant" class, Puerto Ricans have found It difficult to secure 
employment since che older ethnic groups have monopolized moat of the.unskilled 
and semi-skilled labor markets.
k D 20* Jusc Ilka everybody else, woaen themselves are noc perfect. However, oany of 
their problems are caused by che male establishment.
k D 21* Many Puerto Ricans have been forced onco the welfare rolls by che fact chat che
U.S. mainland economic and social systems have given them no ocher way to support
themselves.
k 0 22. A strong desire to want co get ahead is not enough If you arm Black. Dlacrlalna-
tlon does noc care about what Blacks want.
k D 23* A woman who secs high goals for herself will usually wind up being frustrated 
vtaea aha seas all of che opportunities going to men.
GO ON TO THE NEXT SET
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SET SE PACE 1
A 0 1* Poverty has become a way of Ufa for many Puerto Ricans. They seem to ba content
Co remain ae Che lower lavala of American aoclecy.
A O  2* When Job cralnlng programs designed co help Blacks achieve aore success In Ufa
are offered, attendance Is usually very poor. Many Blacks seem co be unwilling 
to accept genuine help.
A O  3* Even it chare were complete equality of opportunity tomorrow, men would still 
predominate in many fields because of certain unique natural abilities.
A O  4* Puerto Ricans have been isolated from mainland American society largely because 
they have wanted It this way. For the moat part, they are a clannish people who 
prefer to remain oucside of che social, economic and political Institutions of 
the mainland U.S. .
A D  5* Since women are generally non-aggressive and non-competitive by nature, it Is not
surprising chat few females ever advance very far In che business world*
A 0 * 6. Kany homosexuals have difficulty finding employment and housing because of a
’’chip on che shoulder” attitude chat many people find objectionable.
A D  7* There la an overabundance of women in fields like teaching and nursing because
women have certain cespermencal qualities chat make them especially suited for 
these jobs*
A D  9* Blacks may noc have the same opportunities as Whites, but many Blacks haven’t
prepared themselves enough to make use of che opportunities chat do come their way.
A D  9* There ere relatively few female engineers, physicists and mathematicians because
most women tend to chink in terms of concrete Images rather than abstract ideas 
thus asking it difficult for them co achieve in chess fields.«
A D 10* Many Puerto Ricans continue co live in a relatively impoverished state after
coming co the U.S. mainland because living conditions in Puerto Rico have made 
them accustomed co such a lifestyle.
A 0 11* Many Blacks have only themselves to blame for noc doing better in life* If they
tried harder they’d do better.
A D 12* It Is a lack of skill and abilities chat keeps many women from getting high-
paying jobs. It is not just because they are women. When a woman Is trained co do 
something and does It well, she is abls to get a good job.
A D 13* Many women use the fact that they are women as an excuse noc co try to achieve*
Sex discrimination can be overcome by women who cry nard enough.
A D 14* Homosexuals often have difficulty holding down jobs because their contempt for 
"straight’* society often leads them into conflicts and disputes with their co­
workers.
A D 15* Many disadvantaged groups have overcome problems of discrimination in this
country* Women could do it coo if they would only "get themselves together.”
A D 16* Although American Indians do face very real and serious problems, it is largely 
their pride that is responsible for their present plight*
A D 17* Successfull female business executives have certain natural abilities that sec 
them apart from che bulk of American women*
1 1 2
A D IS.
A 0 19. 
A . D 20. 
A D 21. 
A 0 22. 
A D 23.
SET SE PACE 2
Til* problem for many Blaeka la Chet char aren't really eccapcabla by American 
standards. Any Slack who la educaced aod doaa what la considered proper will be 
accepted and gee ahead.
It la not aurprlalng chac unemployment la high among Puerto Ricans. They, like 
■oat Latin Americans, find It difficult to adjust co the faac pace of U.S. main­
land economic activities.
Woman blame too many of chelr problems on male chauvenlsm. While same sex discrim­
ination doaa Indeed axlst. It may be more fruitful! for women co scop complaining 
and take a more realiilclc look at them selves.
Puerto Ricans make up a substantial part of che welfare rolls because generations 
of poverty have caused chem co regard Public Aaslsscanca aa a valid and desirable 
way of maintaining oneself.
One reason chac many Blacks haven't goccan ahead la chac chey really haven't 
wanted to. While soma Slacks are well motlvaced, others seem concent co Just 
acay where they are.
The problem wlch many women la chac chey don't sec high enough goela for chem- 
eelves. Hany tend co "sell themselves ahorc."
GO OH TO THE NEXT PACE
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED
1. Have you ever been « member of a civil rights group?






2. On the question of civil rights for racial, ethnic and religious minority groups, 










k. What do you HOPE to be doing five years after you graduate?
THANK YOU
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Appendix B; Materials Used in Phase II
Subject Recruitment Letter
Tha G raduate School and University Center
o t in e  City University ol New York
G rad u a te  C enter: 33 W est 42 S treet. New York. N Y. 10036
** CONFLICT RESOLUTION INSTITUTE **
Dear
Tha Conflict Resolution Institute Is currently conducting a scries of 
studies. One such Investigation of conflict resolution will take place at 
Ramapo College of New Jersey from April 2bth thru Hay 1st. The research at Rara- 
apo Isbelng coordinated by our colleague. Prof. David Greene.
Your name has been selected as part of a systematic sampling of the Ramapo 
Student body. We would like to take this opportunity to Invite you to participate 
in the study. Participation will not require much of your time - one hour 
arranged at your convenience. For your assistance, you will receive the sum of 
$l».00. In addition to the money, we are confident that participation In the 
study will also prove to be interesting and Informative.
Please be assured that participation Involves absolutely notning that is 
painful, embarasslng or even tiring. In fact, the study Involves nothing more 
than watching a television program.
If you are Interested In helping In an Important research project. In per* 
tlclpatlng In an Interesting and Informative study and In earning Sb.OO for 
watching a television show right on your own campus, please call:
Showings will be scheduled at your convenience Including evenings t Saturdays.
(201) 825*2800 xL73 between 10am £ bpm 
from Tuas. **/20 thru Frl. L/23
C S t f s rIncI pel Investigator
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Script of the Stimulus Program
Introduction and instructions. Project Director: Hello, I 
am Dr. Paul Swenson of the Conflict Resolution Institute located 
at the City University of New York. First, I would like to thank 
you all for coming to participate in what I hope you will find to 
be a most interesting study. We at the Institute are concerned 
with the examination of how conflicts between various groups in 
our society are resolved. Our main focus is on questions such as:
How do members of opposing groups come to perceive each other?
What kinds of decision making processes are used in conflict res­
olution? What effect does the particular issue, be it social, 
economic or political, have on the course of resolution?
The present study is one of a series which attempts to pre­
sent to an audience, a dramatized account of an actual conflict 
situation through the use of video tape. The audience is then 
asked to view the tape and to attempt to become involved, as much 
as possible, with both the issues and the participants in the con­
flict situation. The members of the audience are then requested 
to answer various questions dealing with how they would seek to 
resolve the situation. You are such an audience.
The presentation that you are about to see involves a series 
of events that took place at Marshall College, a large private 
institustion located in Ohio, Your task is to watch the video 
tape as intently as possible and to try to identify with the sit­
uation. This might best be done by imagining yourselves to be 
present on the Marshall campus as students to whom these events
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are very important. Later on, you will be asked to answer ques­
tions relating to this conflict situation.
At this point I must ask that there be absolutely no talking 
or communication amongst yourselves. Please direct your full at­
tention to the presentation. Get comfortable. Just sit back, re­
lax, and watch the monitor. Remember to imagine that you are pres­
ent on the Marshall campus during the events that will now follow.
Presentation of the inequity. Moderator: This is Peter 
Mallory of MCTV, Marshall College's own television station, 
broadcasting from our central campus in Lancaster, Ohio. Marshall 
is a privately endowed liberal arts institution located on a 
large, wooded tract of land here in the center of the state. The 
student body, made up equally of men and women, presently numbers 
about 12,000 and there are 6if6 faculty and 203 administrative 
personnel presently employed by the college.
Last year, as part of a new state-wide policy, Marshall was 
investigated by a team from the state Human Resources & Human 
Rights Commissions. The team was mandated to examine such things 
as: admission policies, hiring practices, student services, fi­
nancial aid allocation and housing allotments at the school. The 
Commissions were particularly interested in the treatment of wom­
en and other minority groups in these areas. As part of their in­
vestigation, the team also heard complaints from student and fac­
ulty groups as well as from individuals.
The results of the investigation have just been released and 
MCTV has obtained a complete, official report. One section of the 
report that is of particular interest deals with the position of
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women on this campus. We have run off abridged copies of some of 
the findings and distributed them to our viewing audience. If you 
look on the desks in front of you, you will find these copies in 
the sealed manila envelopes marked "Commission Report." If you 
will now break the seal, we can review these important revela­
tions together. (pause)
First let me stress that this section of the report that I 
am about to read from is primarily a descriptive introduction. It 
does not, at this point, attempt to place blame or to examine the 
motivations of anyone at the college. It merely sets forth facts 
and figures which are intended only to describe the situation.
Here now are some of the findings dealing with the position of 
women on this campus. If you like, you can read along with me.
1. Of the 646 faculty members 3 b k or 85% are men, while only 
102 or 15% are women,
2. Of the 203 administrative posts at the college, 183 or 
91% are filled by men while 20 or 9% are filled by women. It is 
also noted that 18 of these 20 positions are, and I quote, "low­
er level administrative posts."
3. There are only three academic courses in the disciplines 
of history, psychology and sociology dealing exclusively with 
women. There is no women’s studies program nor any officially 
supported women’s center on the campus. Here it is noted that the 
college does have a fully supported Black studies program and a 
fully funded Third World Student Center which provides a variety 
of services and activities.
k* Statistical data gathered from the Office of Career Plan-
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ning & Placement indicates that 66% of all male students regis­
tering for the service are successfully placed in jobs while the 
corresponding figure for female students is 9%.
5. Data gathered from students using the Psychological Serv­
ices Center at the college indicates that 81% of the male stu­
dents are satisfied with the service while the corresponding fig­
ure for female students is 11%.
These then are some of the highlights of this part of the 
report which runs on for several more pages. As I mentioned ear­
lier, and now wish to stress again, this section of the report 
and the facts that I have now shared with you seek only to des­
cribe the position of women here at Marshall College.
In order to get beyond the descriptive nature of this re­
port, MCTV has interviewed two well-known female figures here at 
Marshall who have given us their interpretations of the facts un­
covered by the investigating team. These two women are Professor 
Ellen Martin of the 90 member Marshall College Women’s Alliance 
and Dr. Mary Sumraerfield, Marshall’s Dean of Women. First we will 
hear the remarks of Dean Summerfield.
Individual-blame interpretation of the inequities. Dean 
Sumraerfield: Let me begin by stating that the facts put forth by 
the Commission are true; I do not dispute this. I also sympathize 
with the Women's Alliance and recognize their a n g e r and frustra­
tion. However, I feel that now is the time for the reasons behind 
these facts to be made known. The source of these apparent ineq­
uities lies not at the feet of the administration of this college, 
but is rather rooted in the present condition and desires of the
majority of American women (which, I might add, are hardly repre­
sented by the 90 members of the Women's Alliance). Let me analyze 
these facts, one by one, and demonstrate how responsibility for 
them lies with women themselves and not with the actions and pol­
icies of this administration.
1. The faculty ratio. It is true that women are under-repre­
sented on our faculty, but this is not because we desire to keep 
them out. On the contrary, we would welcome female Ph.D.s to 
round out our faculty. However, the sad fact is that such women 
are not easy to find. Our hiring committees are made up of facul­
ty as well as administration members. These committees have 
standards which they apply equally to all applicants regardless 
of race, creed or sex. I don't think that any of you would want 
it to be otherwise. The unfortunate fact is that many women can- 
diddates fail to meet these standards of excellence which are the 
foundation of a quality education here at Marshall. Upon the rea­
sons for this failure I cannot speculate. I can only state, and 
document if necessary, that the majority of female applicants do 
not present the highest qualifications for the various faculty 
positions. I wish it were otherwise, but it is not.
2. The ratio in administrative positions is another reflec­
tion of the same situation. There exists a scarcity of female ad­
ministrators who can fill such top level posts. There are some, 
but they are few and far between. In this area, as with the fac­
ulty situation, our choices are to either hire and promote on the 
basis of merit and face wrathful charges of bias and discrimina­
tion, or to hire people of questionable qualifications and face
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charges of undermining the quality of education here at Marshall.
3. In the area of women's studies and a women's center, I 
can only state that the majority of women have not been actively 
involved in identifying themselves as an oppressed minority and 
in seeking to have that status explored. True, there are a few 
women today who are developing such an orientation and I think 
that Ellen Martin and her friends are some good examples. How­
ever, this college cannot commit large amounts of its limited en­
dowment to the creation of departments and programs that are of 
limited value and appeal to even those groups whom they primarily 
concern. To do so would be irresponsible and would take needed 
funds from other programs with a broader base of appeal, support 
and utility.
k . The placement service data again merely reflects problems 
that involve women as a group and not the administration. How can 
a placement service find jobs for women who either don't qualify 
for them or don't want them? Our service is here for everyone to 
use, but it cannot be expected to work miracles.
5. The experiences of the Psychological Services Center also 
raise many interesting questions that women on this campus, and 
not the administration should answer. It is a known fact that 
maladjustment rates for women throughout this society are nearly 
double those of men. This situation may be understandable, but it 
is also undeniable. Our psychological counselors are hard pressed 
to deal with the deep seated and widespread problems that female 
students present to them. Further, I think that quoting satis­
faction figures from people who are admittedly unhappy and dis­
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satisfied to begin with is a violation of good old common sense.
I could go on and on. I could suggest that those who are 
dissatisfied with Psychological Services are largely the same fe­
male students who are dissatisfied with placement services. I 
could suggest that these dissatisfied students might look at 
every service on this campus, from the bookstore to the post of­
fice, and be dissatisfied; that is until they realize that the 
real source of their feelings comes from the inside - from dis­
satisfaction with themselves. And until such realization comes, 
statistics like these will be essentially meaningless and as such 
deserve no further comment.
No, there is no sexist conspiracy here. The situation at 
Marshall is simply a reflection of the wants, desires and fail­
ures of women in general and of the majority of women on this 
campus.
System-blame interpretation of the inequities. Moderator: 
and now the remarks of Professor Ellen Martin. Ellen Martin: Over 
the past few years, we have become increasingly aware of the sex­
ist inequities that flourish at the college. We have always felt 
that the administration of this school was hostile to the needs 
of women and was actively seeking to keep us in a subordinate and 
demoralized position. Now, with the release of this report, v/e 
feel that the administration's sexist policies have finally been 
exposed. The conditions that exist here exist because the admin­
istration has created and encouraged them. I think the facts 
speak for themselves and need no interpretation. But, since the 
administration will probably try to explain them away and since
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the college community deserves to hear the truth, I will deal 
with these facts point by point.
1. A 3 k k to 102 male/female faculty ratio clearly reflects 
the attempt to bar qualified women from teaching here. Last year, 
in this state alone, 38% of the Ph.D.s granted were granted to 
women. The nationwide figure was closer to i+0%. Clearly we may 
ask why it is that female faculty here at Marshall number only 
15%. I can definitely state that it is not because they haven't 
applied for jobs here. Even Dean Summerfield will have to admit 
that a higher proportion of women applicants are rejected here 
every year. Is it possible that all of these women, many of whom 
come from the finest graduate schools in the nation, possess in­
ferior qualifications?
2. The situation in regard to administrative posts provides 
an even more blatant illustration of what I'm talking about. Not 
only do women comprise less than 10% of the administration here, 
but most of those women have been locked into low level positions 
and denied the possibility of advancement. Does it not seem 
strange that all 18 lower level administrators, some of whom have 
served for over 10 years, should be qualified for their present 
jobs, but not for promotion and advancement? Why was it necessary 
last year to search the country for a qualified male registrar 
when the remaining female assistant registrar was fully qualified 
and was running that office at peak efficiency? The one really 
high ranking woman at this college, Dean Mary Summerfield, has 
gotten to this position by denying her sex and by becoming a 
spokesMAN for an administration that points to her as its token
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woman.
3. Moving on to the women's studies and women's center is­
sues, I must again remind you that 50% of the students on this 
campus are members of a sex that holds a unique position in this 
society. Our experiences as an oppressed minority group provide 
substantial subject matter for the study of history, political 
science, sociology, psychology and many other fields. We have 
special problems and special needs and yet the administration re­
fuses to recognize us; refuses to grant to the largest minority 
group on this campus, the same concessions that it has made to 
other, smaller groups. Why? Can this simply be dismissed as an 
oversight? Or is there something to be gained by seeking to limit 
the consciousness of women on this campus? Is there some profit 
to be made by preventing women from seeing themselves as a group; 
a group with a common history and a common destiny? I trust that 
you can answer these questions for yourselves.
4. The situation at the placement center provides yet a fur­
ther illustration of what by now should be an obvious and painful 
point. ’When a female student registers for the placement service, 
she is often steered into a job category that the placement of­
ficer feels is appropriate for women; a job with too many appli­
cants and little chance for success. Many placement officers do 
not take the female applicant seriously and many have the atti­
tude that they should give the best job openings to men since the 
women will just get married anyway and not really have to support 
themselves. It is little wonder that few women are successfully 
placed when they are deliberately prevented from trying, on their
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merit, to land the kinds of positions that their education here 
at Marshall has prepared them for.
5. The deplorable record of the Marshall Psychological Serv­
ices Center is the last area of the report that I will comment 
on. Here, women students with real problems; women whose identi­
ties have been clouded and confused by a society which considers 
them chattel, come seeking help and guidance. But are they given 
that help? No! What they receive in its place is reinforcement of 
the very ideas that have pushed them to the Center in the first 
place. They are told that they must adjust; that they must stop 
trying to compete and trying to be what they were not meant to 
be. To protest second-class citizenship is seen as female hysteri- 
a and is treated with the advice that if we stop protesting and 
accept our roles, the problems will disappear. Is it any wonder 
that dissatisfaction with this "service" is widespread? This kind 
of advice we can gladly do without.
In closing, I can only repeat that the report of the Commis­
sion simply confirms what we have known all along - the adminis­
tration of Marshall College is biased, sexist, immoral and guilty 
of one of the most blatant examples of willful discrimination in 
American higher education today.
Social protest directed at the system. Moderator: In the 
weeks following release of the Commission report, the Women's 
Alliance engaged in a wide range of activities - they staged pro­
test demonstrations, held silent vigils, started petition cam­
paigns, attempted to debate administration members, held gueril­
la theatre events and boycotted classes. All of these activities,
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which drew a moderate amount of student support, were directed at 
what was characterized as "the sexist villany" of the administra­
tion.
Throughout these weeks, President Bolin and other key mem­
bers of the administration maintained a rather low profile. They 
seemed to be attempting to avoid confrontation and appeared to 
have adopted a wait and see attitude.
Finally, things came to a head and the confrontation that we 
all knew was coming arrived. On a bright, sunny Monday morning at 
9 AM, 1t)6 female students entered the administration building.
They presented a list of demands to President Bolin and then pro­
ceeded to occupy the hallway outside his office, making him a 
virtual prisoner. The students declared that they would not leave 
the hallway until all of their demands were met. Copies of these 
demands were distributed throughout the campus and you will find 
such copies in the white envelope on the desk in front of you. If 
you will remove these copies, we can now read through them to­
gether. (pause)
"The Women’s Alliance of Marshall College and other student 
supporters charge the Bolin administration with initiation and 
encouragement of discriminatory policies and practices which deny 
equal rights and protection to the women of this campus as well 
as to women who attempt to become members of this academic com­
munity. We further note that these policies and practices have 
been fully exposed in the recent report of an officially sanc­
tioned state investigating team. As a first step in overhauling 
the oppressive system that now exists at Marshall College, we
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demand the following:
1. An immediate end to discriminatory hiring and promotion 
practices.
2. The establishment of an active recruitment program for 
qualified female faculty and administrators with the ulti­
mate goal of achieving a more realistic sex ratio. An im­
mediate upgrading of the positions of qualified females al­
ready on the campus.
3. Immediate formation of a Women's Studies Department.
i*. The establishment of a Women's Center including services 
such as independent psychological counseling and c&reer 
planning and placement.
5. Extension of an invitation to the Department of Health, Ed­
ucation and Welfare to institute an investigation of viola­
tion of civil rights by members of the administration."
At twelve noon, President Bolin emerged from his office 
after conferring, by telephone, with other members of the adminis­
tration and Board of Trustees. He addressed the students who had 
occupied his hallway for the better part of the morning. His re­
marks were simultaneously broadcast throughout the campus by this 
television station. Here now is a recording of that broadcast.
Rejection of demands - high failure condition. President 
Bolin: After carefully considering the demands of the Women's Al­
liance and conferring via telephone with members of the Board, I 
must hereby announce that these requests are categorically re­
jected. Soon after release of the Commission report, the position 
of ray administration was made clear by Dean Mary Summerfield.
That position has not been swayed, modified nor influenced by the 
events of the past several weeks. If anything, my initial posi­
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tion has been strengthened by the irresponsible actions of the 
Women's Alliance.
In the statement by Dean Sumraerfield, it was pointed out 
that apparent inequities do exist here at Marshall. I have no 
quarrel with such an admision. However, I feel that responsibil­
ity for these conditions falls squarely on the shoulders of wom­
en in this society in general and here at Marshall in particular. 
These apparent inequities exist not because of any evil inten­
tions on the part of the administration; not because of any con­
spiracy, or even personal bias. Rather, they exist for two very 
important reasons: First, because the majority of women want them 
to exist and support their existance by their lack of participa­
tion in so called "non-traditional" areas (for example, athlet­
ics). Secondly, they exist because, at the present time and for 
whatever reason, there is a lack of qualified women capable of 
filling any positions which might be created in attempting to 
balance sex ratios in various areas.
Sadly, the events of the last few weeks have made obvious a 
third diemension of this problem. The Women's Alliance has shown 
itself to be poorly organized, non-representative of the majority 
of female students, and extremely naive in its approach to 
bringing about social change. These conditions will not be alter­
ed by marching and chanting; these conditions will not be altered 
by boycotts and petitions; and these conditions will be altered 
least of all by sitting in my hallway!
My final suggestion to the assempled women is that if they 
are truly interested in social change, they must begin to recog­
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nize that it is women themselves that must change. Attacking a 
system that is merely a reflection of the prevailing condition of 
women themselves is, irresponsible, illogical, and, ultimately, 
doomed to failure.
Rejection of demands - low failure condition. President 
Bolin: After carefully considering the demands of the Women's Al­
liance and conferring via telephone with the members of the 
Board, I must hereby announce that these requests cannot be im­
mediately implemented.
The Commission report has pointed out that apparent inequi­
ties do exist here at Marshall. I have no quarrel with these 
findings. However, we all must recognize that an institution of 
this size and complexity, which has functioned in a traditional 
and consistent manner since 1906, cannot be altered and trans­
formed overnight because of the demands of any one group.
Looking beyond this campus to the larger society, I think 
you all would agree that conditions throughout most of this na­
tion are not very different from those that have been found to 
exist here at Marshall. Change is a slow process. First, the need 
for change must be demonstrated beyond the slightest doubt. Sec­
ondly, the methods of change must be carefully and painstakingly 
gathered. And, finally, these methods must somehow be integrated 
into the lives of an entire population. Attempting to transform 
this institution significantly, immediately, and in isolation 
from the world in which we live is perhaps well-intentioned, Out 
nevertheless cannot meet with success. Whether or not the changes 
that you demand will ever take place is, at this time, a com­
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pletely open question.
However, the events of the past few weeks have demonstrated 
that there is a pressing need for the establishment of a dialogue 
between the administration of this college and the Women's Alli­
ance and its supporters. There are many issues and areas that 
should be laid open for discussion. Perhaps there is much that 
we can learn from each other. To this end, I have charged Dean 
John Baker with the task of assembling the mechanism for such an 
interchange. I have made it clear to him that all interested and 
affected parties must have access to such a mechanism so that the 
concerns of all can be aired. I am looking forward to the oppor­
tunity to meet with you and to discuss our differences in an at­
mosphere of friendly reconciliation.
Final instructions. Project Director: At this point, we are 
interested in finding out what your impression of this situation 
was and exactly how you would go about resolving it. For this 
purpose, we have prepared a simple questionnaire which is con­
tained in the third envelope remaining on your desks.
Please remove the questionnaire. Read each question careful­
ly and answer it while still imagining that you are students on 
the Marshall campus.
Thank you for your co-operation.
News Release Item Number One
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1. Of the 61*6 faculty members, 5bb or 85% are sea while only 102 or 15% 
era women
2. Of the 205 administrative posts at the college, 185 or 91% are filled 
by men while 20 or 9% are filled by wosen. It Is also noted that 18 
of these 20 positions are "lower level administrative posts."
5. There are only 5 academic courses in the disciplines of history, 
psychology and sociology dealing exclusively with women. There Is no 
■omens1 Studies program nor any officially supported Womens' Center 
on the campus. However, the college does have a fully supported 
Hlack Studies program and a fully funded Third World Student Center 
which provides a variety of services and activities.
km Statistical data gathered from the Office of Career Planning and 
Placement Indicates that 66% of all male students registering for 
the service aro successfully placed In Jobs while the corresponding 
figure for female students is 9%.
5m Data gathered from students using the Psychological Services Center 
at the college Indicates that 31% of the male students are satisfied 
with the service while corresponding figure for female students is 
11%.
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The Womens' Alliance of Marshall College and other atudant supporters 
charge tha Bolin administration with Initiation and encauragaoant of 
discriminatory pollclas and practlcaa which deny equal rights and pro­
taction to tha woman of this campus as wall as to women who attempt to 
become members of this academic community. We further nota that thasa 
policies and practices haws been fully exposed In tha recant report of 
as officially sanctioned state Investigating team. As a first step In 
overhauling the oppressive system which sow exists at Marshall College, 
aa demand tha following:
1. An Immediate and to discriminatory hiring t promotion practices.
2. The establishment of an active recruitment program for qualified 
faaale faculty A administrators with the ultimata goal of 
achieving a more realistic sex-ratlo. An Immediate upgrading of 
tha positions of qualified females already on tha campus.
3. Immediate formation of a Womens' Studies Department.
Tha establishment of a Womens' Center including services such 
aa Independent psychological counseling and career planning and 
placement.
5. Extentlon of an Invitation to tha Department of Sealth, Education 
and Welfare to Institute an Investigation of violation of civil 
rights by members of the administration.
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Dependent Measures Questionnaire
AOE_______________________




Pleaaa answer aach of tha following quaatlona by CIRCLINO tha lattar or nuataar of 
tha cholca that you AGREE WITH HOST. Pleaae do not laava any out and ranaabar to 
clrela ONLT your first cholca.
t. Now that thay havo haard tha Prasldant's rasponsa, what ahould tha aambers of 
tha Womans' Alllanca and their supporters do next?
a. Appologlra to tha Praaldont.
b. Leave tha building without appologizing to tha Presldant.
s. Coatlnua to occupy tha hallway, but not tha Prasldant's office.
d. Occupy tha Prasldant's offlea.
2. that ahould thay do over tha next several months?
a. Coatlnua to work for their daaands using Increasingly militant tactlea.
b. Continue to work for their daaands using aodarata tactics alollar to those 
thay have used In tha past (eg. petitions, demonstrations, boycotts).
e. fork for gradual changa using nors aodarata tactics dsslgnad not to antagon­
ize tha adalnlstratlon.
d. Stop protesting and Instead Initiate various progress aimed at Improving tha 
outlook, aotlvatlon, Interests, skills and abilities of tha woaen at Marshall 
so that thay can taka advantage of any new or existing opportunities.
a. Stop protesting and learn to accapt conditions as thay are, Including tha 
place of voaan at Marshall.
3. Which number represents tha Interpretation of the Cooalaalon findings that you 
agraa with HOST?
Prof. Ellen Martin 6 5 h 3 2 1 Dean Mary Sunoarfleld
(Bosons* Alliance) (Dean of Woaen)
h. Which nuabar represents the interpratatlon of tha Conalaalon findings that you 
agree with MOST?
Prof. Elian Martin 6 5 k 3 2 I President Bolin
3. If the list of demands sera to ha subjected to a college-elde referendum, 
would you bs moat likely to:
a. Actively campaign for passage of tha demands.
b. Simply vote In favor of the demands.
o. Actively campaign for the defeat of tha demands, 
d. Simply vote against tha demands, 
s. Neither vota nor campaign.
(over)
6. Bow would you wvaluatw tha sit-in action by tha Nonena* Alliance?
3 A 3 2 1
A Tory Good Thing A Good Thins Uncertain; A Bad Thins A Vary Bad Thins
Don't Know
Pleaaa anawar each of the following questions by circling tha nuabar that beat 
rapraaanta how TOO faal about tha object of tha quaatlon. Pleaaa note that tha ad­
jectives are arranged In palra. Pleaaa read each pair carefully* Bo not leave any out.
How would to tv rats Prof. Ellen Martin. spokesperson for the WoBsns* Alliance?
INTELLIGENT 6 5 A 3 2 t UNINTELLIGENT
REASONABLE 6 5 if 3 2 t UNREASONABLE
UNREALISTIC 1 2 3 A 5 6 REALISTIC
SIGNIFICANT 6 5 if 3 2 1 INSIGNIFICANT
UNATTRACTIVE 1 2 3 A 5 6 ATTRACTIVE
How would you rata Dean Mary Sunnarfleld?
SIGNIFICANT 6 5 If 3 2 1 INSIGNIFICANT
INTELLIGENT 6 5 if 3 2 t UNINTELLIGENT
UNSEASONABLE 1 2 3 A 3 6 REASONABLE
ATTRACTIVE 6 5 if 3 2 1 UNATTRACTIVE
UNREALISTIC 1 2 3 A 5 6 REALISTIC
How would you rats Preaidant Bolin?
ATTRACTIVE 6 5 if 3 2 t UNATTRACTIVE
REASONABLE 6 5 if 3 2 t UNREASONABLE
UNINTELLIGENT t 2 3 A 5 6 INTELLIGENT
SIGNIFICANT 6 5 A 3 2 1 INSIGNIFICANT
UNREALISTIC 1 2 3 A 5 6 REALISTIC
To shat degree ware you abla 
caapua during tha video-tape?
to luaglna that you wars prassnt on tha Maraball
vnr much 5 a 3 a i vest little
tie After hearing tha President'a reply, to what dagrea did you faal that tha 
wowen had failed to achieve their goals?
COMPLETE FAILURE 3 If 3 2 I HO FAILURE AT ALL
12« How believable was tha vldao-tapa presentation?
VERT BELIEVABLE 5 A 3 2 1 ROT AT ALL BELIEVABLE
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